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ABSTRACT 

For some Ecuadorians, a typical day might include checking e-mail, going to a 
shopping mall, eating a Whopper at Burger King, watching an NBA basketball 
game on ESPN, [or] renting one of Hollywood's latest box office hits at 
Blockbuster. One might be tempted to conclude that globalization has created a 
common culture among the world's diverse nations, especially in the Americas. 1 

While it is true that most Ecuadorians actively embrace many features of the 

American way of life, they do not simply imitate their influential northern neighbors. 

Although Ecuadorians' have accepted many aspects of foreign cultures, they have also 

been persistent in cultivating and defending their Ecuadorianness. This thesis is a study of 

architecture within this context of cultural permeability and uniqueness. 

This study aims to demonstrate that through regionalism, contemporary 

Ecuadorian architecture can be founded upon rescuing and adapting regional cultural and 

natural conceptions. Currently this regional approach is rarely seen, due to the dominance 

of a universal architectural trend spread through globalization. In an attempt to gain 

architectural independence from universal trends, this thesis identifies common regional 

patterns that can be rescued from local historical architecture and that can form a basis 

for a future regional architecture. 

In essence, this thesis is a search for and translation of regional architecture 

undertaken through an analysis and synthesis of two main aspects. First, the analyses and 

discussions of vernacularism, regionalism, and critical regionalism are addressed, in 

order to define the most suitable theoretical basis for this proposal. Second, a study of 

1 Michael Handelsman, Culture and Customs of Ecuador (Westport, CT: 
Greenwood Press, 2000): 37. 
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local Ecuadorian architectural experiences is provided in which appropriate formulation 

and adequate architectural responses have been accomplished through focusing on 

immediate societal and contextual needs. This study focuses on two basic dwelling types. 

The Guayas house as the most predominant vernacular architecture from the rural areas 

of the Coast Region, and the modern housing estate house as a demonstration of the 

influence of globalization in cultural assets. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Throughout history, architects, historians, and theoreticians have been developing 

various theories, from Vitruvius's "Ten Books of Architecture" to Robert Venturi's 

"Complexity and Contradiction in Architecture," in their attempts to give architecture an 

appropriate theoretical purpose. As architecture combines aesthetic and practical issues, it 

needs a theoretical foundation as a guideline for future architectural practice. After 

modernism, the search for a new architectural basis seemed unavoidable. During the 

1960s, postmodemism emerged due to a general dissatisfaction with simplistic and 

puritan modernism and was characterized by a restating of the symbolism and 

complexities of historical styles (e.g., classic roman, renaissance, and gothic 

architecture). Moreover, postmodemism aroused plural architectural discourses such as 

functionalism, neo-functionalism, rationalism, neo-rationalism, and deconstructivism, 

each finding their own niches, artistic representatives, and devotees in postmodem times. 

As a new interpretation of modernism, reinforced by globalization, 1 

postmodernism (and its theoretical currents) as they are expressed in the Coast Region of 

Ecuador have been successful in replacing historical and valuable sectors of traditional 

cities with so-called modem and postmodem buildings. Based on this phenomenon, the 

small villages and cities also attempt to reflect the modem ideology found in the major 

1 According to the Britannica Concise Encyclopedia, globalization is the process 
by which the experience of everyday life, marked by the diffusion of commodities and 
ideas, is becoming standardized around the world. 
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urban conglomerates of the region (e.g., Guayaquil, Manta, Portoviejo, Machala) (See 

Figure 1.1 ). This architectural trend is mimicked across the region and embraced as a 

symbol of progress and modernity. As a result, the richness of vernacular, folk, and 

popular architecture is disappearing and with it part of the mestizaje heritage of cross

fertilization between Spaniards and the indigenous people of Ecuador. In addition, the 

solutions presented by postmodem architectural discourses do not offer applicable and 

appropriate alternatives to the current and real architectural needs of the Coast Region 

people in terms of dwelling, infrastructure, and basic services. They also do not address 

the decline of historical local architecture or the need to develop a cultural and 

architectural identity. However, in the Coast Region of Ecuador exists an undeniable 

cultural, social, and historical heritage that allows the gradual growth of a regional 

identity in which architecture must play a vigorous role. In terms of integrity and identity, 

the conceptual interpretation offered by architectural attitudes based upon localization 

such as vemacularism, regionalism, and critical regionalism may appear to be more 

suitable to the real social and architectural demands of the region. These architectural 

trends provide a respect for local traditions and architecture. 

Moreover, this thesis is offered as a preamble to an in-depth study of architectural 

design in Ecuador and the Coast Region in particular. The document considers design of 

architecture as a product of particular architects expressing the knowledge, technologies, 

and materials at particular time and place; the time, the process of globalization in the 

postmodem era, and the place, the Coast Region of Ecuador. The main intention is to 

generate an architecture that responds to its time and respects the historical, cultural, and 

physical context simultaneously. Also, the document considers generating local integrity 
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and identity by recognizing and developing architectural design criteria focusing on 

socio-cultural characteristics, local materials, and construction techniques and systems. 

Based on the lack of theoretical proposals that confront the architectural and 

urban circumstances of the Coast Region of Ecuador, this thesis will conceptualize and 

demonstrate design principles linked to practical experience and continuing systematic 

research of architectural and urban production in the region. Therefore, a definition of an 

appropriate architectural basis for the Coast Region of Ecuador is the major objective of 

this thesis. 

1.1. Discussion of the Problem 

The process of globalization is changing local traditions and regional distinctions, 

creating in their place a homogenized world culture. According to this view, human 

experience everywhere is in jeopardy of becoming essentially the same. This trend results 

from international social exchange and economic structures and processes that are created 

by the developed countries and influence the underdeveloped ones. 2 The commodities in 

the exchange of global culture are related to pop music, film, video, comics, fashion, fast 

food beverages, home decoration, entertainment systems, and telecommunications, in 

general all consumable products that leads to a lifestyle change. 

Ecuadorian society has also been influenced by this global trend. The middle and 

upper classes (lower classes to a lesser extent due to economic reasons) are adopting the 

2 Emesto Alva Martinez, "Hacia una Arquitectura Latinoamericana," in Nueva 
Arquitectura en America Latina: Presente y Futuro (Mexico: Ediciones G. Gili, S.A., 
1990), 19-28. 
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values, behaviors, and habits associated with this phenomenon. Ecuadorian society has 

begun to assimilate global, distribution patterns, techniques, knowledge, images, 

symbols, signs, means of production, consumption patterns, fashion, customs, ideas, 

educational methods, values, standards, languages, and even currency,3 which will 

strongly influence future social, cultural, and economic reality for Ecuador. 

In Ecuador, globalization has not only influenced the socio-cultural environment, 

but also the architecture and urban environment. This condition can be seen in the 

modernization of Guayaquil, the most important urban conglomerate in the Coast Region 

ofEcuador (see Figure 1.1). Paraphrasing Carlos Tutiven, Guayaquil has radically 

changed its urban morphology so as to adapt to the new conditions demanded by global 

markets, the nation-state crisis, internal multiculturalism, and the cosmopolitan culture 

introduced through investors, tourists, technocrats, and global citizens.4 

This can be seen in Guayaquil's demands for speed, competitiveness, and 

efficiency that give shape to its urban regeneration program. Bridges and highways were 

constructed in order to reduce traveling time, although this accentuated vehicular 

transportation over habitability (see Figure 1.2). A specific example of the urban 

regeneration program is the Malecon 2000 (Riverside 2000) project, previously referred 

to as Male con Simon Bolivar (Simon Bolivar Riverside). As part of the modernization 

process, this was the first major project with socio-cultural connotations. It not only 

revitalized the urban environment and its surroundings, but also redefined citizens' 

3 Ecuador adopted the Dollar as national currency in January 2000. 

4 Carlos Tutiven, "Trancisiones y Permanencias de la Memoria," in Guayquil: AI 
Vaiven de Ia Ria (Guayaquil: Ediciones Libri Mundi, 2003), 225-274. 
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attitudes towards public spaces, and redefined the identidad Guayaquilena ( Guayaquilean 

identity) and citizens' self-esteem based on a global premise instead of a local one (see 

Figure 1.3). 
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Figure 1.1. Political and Geographical Map of Ecuador, after the Cenepa War with Peru 
in 1997. The shaded area shows the Coast Region of Ecuador. 
Source: Instituto Geografico Militar del Ecuador. 
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Figure 1.2. Aerial view of Olmedo A venue. 
Source: Miguel Orellana, "Santiago de Guayaquil: Una Ciudad Abierta 2003," 2003. 
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These two urban issues (vehicular transportation systems and Malec6n 2000) are 

examples of global responses to local needs. The new socio-cultural reality of Guayaquil 

and the Coast Region is similar to global societies: permeability between public and 

private spaces and mass consumption habits mimicking the American life style. Miguel 

Donoso Pareja in his book "Ecuador: ldentidad o esquizofrenia," (Ecuador: Identity or 

schizophrenia) declares that middle-class and high-class society from the Coast Region of 

Ecuador are deeply linked to the American way of life similar to the exiled Cubans who 

live in Miarni.5 

~-~~ ~ 
I I I 
I I 
I 

Figure 1.3. Malec6n 2000. 
Source: Miguel Orellana, "Santiago de Guayaquil: Una Ciudad Abierta 2003," 2003. 

5 Miguel Donoso Pareja, Ecuador: Identidad o Esquizofrenia (Quito: Eskeletra, 
2000). 
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Currently, the city of Guayaquil has a historical downtown with defined 

characteristics and limits. The traditional downtown urban space, which conveys 

architectural elements from the past, is incompatible with the city's contemporary 

architectural characteristics. As a result of modernization, architectural characteristics of 

the historical downtown buildings coexist with architecture reflecting modem global 

trends (see Figure 1.4). 

' • 

Figure 1.4. Malecon Simon Bolivar, Guayaquil, Ecuador. The historical downtown holds 
about 90 buildings that belong to the colonial and post colonial period (historical 
buildings raised after the independence). Because of the lack of legal support post 
colonial buildings are disappearing and part of the city architectural history with them. 
Source: Picture by the author, 2001. 
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The established Law for Cultural Patrimony allows only pre-columbian and 

colonial architecture, ruling in the whole country. 6 For instance, Guayaquil was 

reconstructed after the "big fire" in 1896, when a considerable amount of colonial 

architecture was lost. Since this event, any subsequent architectural development (post 

colonial architecture) has been considered unworthy of patrimonial value by the Law for 

Cultural Patrimony. Consequently, local historical, vernacular, and folk architecture has 

been neglected over the last fifty years, causing irreparable lose to the architectural 

heritage of the mestizaje culture. Indeed, neglecting traditional architecture severely 

limits architectural evolution. 

One effect of neglecting the mestizaje cultural influence and embracing the 

international style has been that historical and treasured structures of many cities across 

the Coast Region has been replaced with tall glass buildings. For instance in 1995, La 

Previsora Bank decided to renovate its decayed image and replace it with a new age 

(postmodern) financial institution. The thirty-six story building was equipped with 

"intelligent technologies," and high profile security systems. Becoming Ecuador's tallest 

building, it was designed as a postmodern monument symbolizing the arrival and 

expansion of this aesthetic tendency across the region and country (see Figure 1.5). 

Materials and traditional construction techniques are also being replaced by mass 

produced materials and industrialized construction techniques. As a result, these 

processes have transformed local architecture into a universal expression up to the point 

at which local historical architectural achievement is becoming retrograde, insignificant, 

and meaningless. In effect, rescuing these local historical architectural achievements, 

6 Law for Cultural Patrimony Decree No. 3501 of June 19th,1979. 
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preserving their essential characteristics, and reinterpreting and reinserting them into 

contemporary, postmodem landscapes is the goal of this thesis. 

Figure 1.5. La Previsora Bank Building and Historical Downtown, Guayaquil, Ecuador, 
2003. 
Source: Miguel Orellana, "Santiago de Guayaquil: Una Ciudad Abierta 2003," 2003 . 

The notion of global culture and its overwhelming influence on Ecuadorian local 

architecture raises important questions about the future of the Coast Region's built 

environment. Must Ecuadorian architecture blindly pursue the globalization process and 

10 



reflect foreign architectural tendencies? Or, can Ecuadorian architecture fmnly react 

against the globalization process so that it can surge anew with its own architectural 

trend? Considering the effect that globalization has had on Ecuadorian society, and 

specifically on the built environment, it would seem that Ecuador would be unable to 

react against global culture because it is already immersed in it; this is currently a 

situation affecting many underdeveloped countries. However, appropriate equilibrium 

between global and local culture must be accomplished so that historical local traditions, 

customs, and architecture will not be lost. In this regard, Amos Rapaport stated: 

We may say that monuments are built to impress either the populace with the 
power of the patron ... The folk tradition, on the other hand, is the direct and 
unself-conscious translation into physical form of a culture, its needs and 
values-as well as the desires, dreams, and passions of a people. 7 

Therefore, in architectural terms, the question becomes: How can Ecuadorian 

society develop an "appropriate architecture"8 based rescuing local architectural 

traditions and adapting universal trends? 

1.2. Objectives and Scope 

The primary claim of this study is that an appropriate regional architecture can be 

created by merging local architectural traditions with universal architectural realities, 

reducing the tension between "spirit of place" and "spirit of time." Enrique Browne in his 

7 Amos Rapoport, House, Form, and Culture (Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice 
Hall, 1969), 2. 

8 The phrase "appropriate architecture" in this thesis expresses the notion for an 
especially suitable or compatible architecture with the social and cultural realities of the 
context. Also, appropriate architecture is the one that is capable to adjust to the physical 
and cultural demands and the real economical possibilities of the users. 
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book "Otra Arquitectura en America Latina" (Other Architecture in Latin America) on 

historical categorization of Latin American architecture, asserts that Latin American 

contemporary architecture has evolved within a permanent tension between its location in 

time and its location in space. "Spirit of time" or zeit-geist originated from Hegelian 

idealism as a reaction against the classic discourse in which art should emulate nature. 

Thus, Hegel ( 1770-1831) conceived of art "as the sensual representation of the idea and 

the absolute."9 Furthermore, Hegel stated that all phenomenon must be questioned from 

within its socio-cultural context and must never being excluded from this context. For 

instance, the study of architecture must be executed from within the cultural context of a 

given civilization because architecture is a representation of that civilization's vision of 

the world. 

Moreover, the "spirit of place" can be understood in terms of the psychic-cultural 

dimension proposed by Alfred Weber in "Sociologia de Ia Historia y de Ia Cultura"10 

(Sociology of the History of Culture). Weber's psychic-cultural dimension refers to the 

metaphysical world of experiences and symbols that each civilization accumulates 

throughout its historical development. This experiential and ideal meaningfulness 

embodies a symbolic world of beliefs, myths, traditions, and idiosyncrasies, particular to 

each civilization and the place in which it dwells. Furthermore, Martin Heidegger ( 1889-

9 Enrique Browne, Otra Arquitectura en America Latina (Mexico: Ediciones Gili, 
1988), 9-13. 

10 Alfred Weber, Sociologia de Ia Historia y de Ia Cultura (Buenos Aires: Nueva 
Vision, Ediciones Galatea, 1960). 
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1976) argues, in "Building, Dwelling, Thinking," that "being" is inseparable from 

"dwelling" on both the individual and social dimension. In his own words: 

The way in which you are and I am, the manner in which we humans are on the 
earth is Buan, dwelling ... Dwellinf' however, is the basic character of Being in 
keeping with which mortals exist. 1 

Weber's cultural cosmos did not take into consideration the physical habitat in 

which people dwell. Such physical and concrete dimension has been developed by 

Christian Norberg-Schutz under the notion of genius loci. 12 Genius loci is a Roman belief 

which states that each being and place had a guardian spirit, that endows people and 

places with life and determines their character and essence. Indeed, a good relationship 

with this spirit was of significant importance, as survival depended on the level of 

adaptation with the environment. Throughout time, genius loci has remained as a living 

reality even though it is not specifically expressed. 

These cultural and physical phenomena are real, actual, and changeable. 

However, the "spirit" must persist as its existence is necessary for human life. The 

"spirit" could be renovated but without losing its essence and character. 

In addition to recognizing and preserving a spirit of place and time, it is also 

important to create a foundation for a normative theory that would support architectural 

design strategies and principles that can be integrated into the future architectural 

development of the Coast Region of Ecuador. Robert Gutman describes architectural 

11 Martin Heidegger, "Building, Dwelling, Thinking," in Poetry, Language, 
Thoughts (New York: Harper and Row, 1971). 

12 Christian Norberg-Schutz, Genius loci, Towards a Phenomenology of 
Architecture (New York: Rizzoli International Publications, 1984). 
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theory as " ... the set of principles that guides the architect in making decisions about the 

complex problems that arise in translating a brief into the design of a building"13 (see 

Figure 1.6). 

Designer --+ Intentions--+ Medium--+ Object --+ Impact on an 
observer or user 

Focus of Concern 
t t 

Aesthetic or 
compositional principles. 

Figure 1.6. Conceptual model of normative theory for the design fields. 
Source: Jon Lang, "Creating Architectural Theory," 1987. 

This thesis will propose an architecture that integrates cultural and technological 

progress (global conditions) on one hand and real situations and resources of Ecuadorian 

people on the other (local conditions). Furthermore, the thesis admits architectural 

particularity for lower-class and middle-class people (architecturally, the social classes 

less influenced by globalization, as seen in Figure 1. 7 and 1.8), while also constructing 

for the local community in general. 

13 Jon Lang, Creating Architectural Theory (New York: Van Nostrand Reinhold, 
1987), 16. 
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Figure 1. 7. Aerial view of southwest suburbs of Guayaquil. F ebres Cordero parish is the 
most populated area in the city (approximately 342,000 inhabitants with 4.74 
inhabitants/ dwelling). 
Source: Picture by Christian Ponce, 2003. Statistics: Instituto Nacional de Estadistica y 
Censo INEC, census 2001. 

Figure 1.8. Aerial view of southwest suburbs of Guayaquil. 
Source: Picture by Christian Ponce, 2003. 
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1.3. Research Methodology 

The methodology indirectly suggests a close relationship between research and 

design. Particularly, this thesis considers research as a "fact-based activity" and design as 

"a series of subjective commitments that illustrates a philosophical principle." 14 The 

connection between these components is important for the analytical process of the thesis 

and for support the basis for a normative theory (philosophical principle). Furthermore, a 

combination of research methods based on logical argumentation, comparative analyses, 

and correlational assessments will be used. 

The research strategy for this thesis comprises three phases: theoretical 

assessment, comparative assessment, and correlational assessment. The theoretical and 

comparative assessments will be analyzed as independent variables. 15 In the first phase, 

the researcher evaluate three architectural theories that demonstrate regional approaches. 

For the comparative assessment, the researcher analyzed local and global dwelling 

models from a socio-cultural and natural perspective. The ideas and arguments from 

these first two phases were evaluated and logical connections and rational conclusions 

were drawn in order to develop a set of design strategies and principles that form a 

foundation for an appropriate regional architecture (see Figure 1.9). 

In particular, the first phase generated a theoretical assessment based on the 

analysis and discussion of three theoretical discourses: vemacularism, regionalism, and 

14 Linda Groat and David Wang, Architectural Research Methods (New York, 
NY: John Wiley & Sons, Inc. 2002), 101. 

15 Independent variables are variables or factors which are predefined. 
Independent variables can be manipulated or controlled by the researcher in some 
specified way as the inquiry demands. 
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critical regionalism. These three architectural attitudes were selected due to their 

consideration of the relationship between architecture and local traditions, due to their 

strong connection with society and culture, and the idea of "spirit of place" and "spirit of 

time." The intention of the theoretical assessment is to identify a set of similarities and 

affinities among these theories which will facilitate the conceptualization of the 

relationships between natural, social, and cultural contexts. The analytical process was 

executed by using descriptive and logical argumentation and by contrasting each of the 

theories with universalism. In addition, the analysis created a conceptual logical system 

by taking seemingly disparate factors and phenomena and forming connections. 

The second phase generated a comparative assessment between local architecture 

and global architecture. First and foremost, the comparison focuses on basic dwelling 

models and their relationships with society and culture. Specifically, this comparative 

assessment will focus on the vernacular house or Guayas house as a typical example of 

local architecture and the modem house or housing estate house as an example of global 

architecture. This comparative analysis by no means subjectively ranks local over global 

architecture; on the contrary, the study strives for objectivity by demonstrating which 

architecture is more responsive to the local social and cultural demands. Moreover, the 

purpose is to focus on and compare architectural characteristics in terms of natural, 

spatial, formal, socio-cultural, and constructional importance. The comparative 

assessment presents criteria for an appropriate regional architecture. 

The third analytical phase performed a correlational assessment between the 

conclusions from the theoretical basis and the comparative assessment. The theoretical 

basis (philosophical principle) is supported with experiential and pragmatic realities (fact-
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based elements) reinforcing the position statement. This exercise identifies similarities 

and differences between the points of phase one and two. Thus, two scenarios can result 

from this correlation. On one hand, the correlational assessment can described dissimilar 

statements between the theoretical basis and the comparative assessment. On the other 

hand, the correlational assessment can describe similar statements between the two 

previously described phases. This thesis is expecting the latter. If more similarities than 

differences are derived from the correlational study, then a normative theory can be 

conceptualized grouping identified elements, ideas, or points with theoretical and 

pragmatic support. 

Finally, the normative theory will present design strategies and principles based 

on the synthesis and evaluation of the theoretical basis and the comparative assessment. 

This section presents the conclusion that a contemporary vernacular architecture can be 

develop on behalf of the Ecuadorian future built environment taking into account the 

"rescue-adaptation" concept previously mentioned. 
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CHAPTER II 

THEORETICAL FRAME 

2.1. Vernacularism 16 

Amos Rapoport, in his book "House Form and Culture," defines vernacular 

architecture in terms of its process, which means how it is designed and built. Hence, he 

describes vernacular architecture as: 

... [a] lack of theoretical or aesthetic pretensions; working with the site and micro
climate; respect for other people and their houses and hence for the total 
environment, man-made as well as natural; and working within an idiom with 
variations within a given order. 17 

Rapoport's descriptions tend to emphasize vernacular architecture as the 

predominant architecture of the built environment, in contrast to the "genius, unusual, 

and rare" 18 design approaches found throughout the history of architecture and most often 

associated with known conventions. Often confused with folk or popular architecture, 

vernacular architecture is distinctive in the way it is produced. With origins in folk 

tradition, vernacular architecture results when tradesmen rather than family members are 

employed for construction, as is the case in primitive architecture. In essence, vernacular 

16 According to the American Heritage Dictionary of the English Language, 
vernacularism means a "vernacular" word or expression. In addition, vernacular refers to 
a language or dialect native to a region or country rather than a literary, cultured, or 
foreign language. This thesis expresses vernacularism as a vernacular/native architectural 
expression from a specific region or place. 

17 Amos Rapoport, House Form and Culture (London: Prentice Hall, 1969), 4. 

18 Ibid. 
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architecture is an indigenous building style method using local materials and traditional 

methods of construction and ornamentation, usually "architecture without architects" (see 

Figures 2.1 and 2.2). 

Figure 2.1. Malay House-on-stilts, Penang, Malaysia. 
Source: Chris Abel, "Architecture and Identity," 2002. 

Figure 2.2. Ecuadorian House-on-stilts, Milagro, Ecuador. 
Source: Picture by the author, 2002. 
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Similarly, Bernard Rudofsky, throughout his exhibition of"Architecture Without 

Architects," shown at the Museum of Modem Art in 1964, broke down the narrow 

concepts of the art of building and introduced the unusual world of"nonpedigreed 

architecture." In regard to "vernacular, anonymous, spontaneous, indigenous, or rural 

architecture," he stated: 

Vernacular architecture does not go through fashion cycles. It is nearly 
immutable, indeed, unimprovable, since it serves its purpose to perfection. As a 
rule, the origin of indigenous building forms and construction methods is lost in 
the distant past. 19 

In addition, Suha Ozkan defines vemacularism as a "building tradition that has 

existed and excelled over centuries,"20 a tradition that has been recently recognized by the 

architectural community as a design approach within the architecture realm. 

Vemacularism demands a relationship and adaptability of the built forms to the social, 

economical, ecological, and climatic environment. A more unadventurous approach to 

vemacularism, conservative vemacularism, inherits traditional construction technology 

and the use of local materials, linking both to the natural environment. It focuses on 

reviving building traditions based on a specific culture and society. Conservative 

vemacularism, however, is limited in building types, mainly focusing on residential 

development. It is a result of apathy found in the community concerning these forms (see 

Figures 2.3 and 2.4 ). 

19 Bernard Rudofsky, Architecture Without Architects: A Short Intoduction to 
Non-Pedigreed Architecture (New York, NY: Museum of Modem Art, 1965). 

20 Suha Ozkan, "Regionalism within Modernism," in Regionalism in Architecture, 
ed. Robert Powell (Singapore: Concept Media The Aga Khan Award for Architecture, 
1985). 
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Figure 2.3. Architect Hassan Fathy' s own house. New Gouma village, near Luxor, Egypt, 
1948. The entire village was designed and built in mud brick as a demonstration of the 
contemporary value and relevance of indigenous construction methods. 
Source: Chris Abel, "Architecture and Identity," 2002. Photo Glyn Halls. 

Figure 2.4. Alandaluz Resort, Puerto Rico, Ecuador, 1985. The use of bamboo is a 
traditional construction technique in the region. 
Source: Picture by the author, 2002. 
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Interpretative vemacularism, or neo-vemacularism, similar to the conservative 

approach, tries to bring new life to vernacular heritage. However, neo-vemacularism's 

innovative approach utilizes different levels of technology as well as new types of 

infrastructures, such as heating, cooling, and other technical services (see Figure 2.5). 

Often neo-vemacularism falls into a scenographic design or pastiche instead of being a 

genuine architectural experience. This architectural approach is often used for 

commercial and tourist buildings and resorts because it incorporates easily recognizable 

symbols (see Figure 2.6). 

Figure 2.5. Alvar Malo. P. Shayne House. Salinas, Ecuador, 1974. The architect left the 
construction to a local tradesman to get the best result from local construction 
technology. 
Source: Diego Oleas, "Arquitectura en Ecuador," 1994. 
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These two attitudes toward vemacularism, conservative and interpretative, which 

are based on building and cultural traditions, share clear objectives. First, the revival of 

the vernacular allows a more reasonable building environment, one that is more socially 

and culturally bounded. Second, by considering that traditions and cultural aspects can be 

involved in architectural forms and building techniques, it becomes possible for 

architecture to be honest to, and consistent with, the immediate society. Finally, taking 

into account the possible and real effects of this emphasis, the architectural vocabulary of 

a specific regional culture can be reoriented and developed. 

Figure 2.6. San Marino Mall, Guayaquil, Ecuador, 2003. The building uses colonial 
architectural symbols to express local architecture in a contemporary commercial 
building. 
Source: Picture by the author, 2003. 
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2.2. Regionalism 

The world has a heterogeneous environment. For instance, among other aspects, 

environmental and climatic differences can be found between the tropics and the poles. 

The zones next to the Tropic of Cancer and the Tropic of Capricorn are blessed with a 

warm-humid climate, while the poles barely allow human existence due to sub-zero 

temperatures. 

However, homogeneity is found world-wide as well. Using the same example, 

climatologically, the tropics share a uniform weather around the globe affecting different 

zones in different countries. Therefore, homogeneity can be identified along this tropical 

zone and its climatic conditions can affect the development of contained human society 

and especially architecture as a societal response (see Figure 2.7). Within the tropical 

zone, considered a climatic "region" around the world, similarities in the architectural 

language can be identified (i.e., Latin American and Southeast Asian vernacular 

architecture) (see Figures 2.1 and 2.2). Additionally, other types of homogeneity can be 

found related to other aspects of the world's common regions, such as in topography, 

fauna, culture, economics, and agriculture. Hence, portions, areas, or zones of the world 

can be unique, and sometimes remarkable, yet may share common and uniform 

characteristics. 

A "region" differs from a geographic area, which is usually a broader concept 

designating a portion of the surface of the Earth based on its homogeneity and 

cohesiveness. According to the Encyclopedia Britannica, "regions may be defined in 

terms of single or multiple features or in terms that approach the total content of human 
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occupancy of an area." 21 The most common features can be classified as ethnic, cultural, 

or linguistic features (e.g., Navajo, Quechua), climatic or topographical areas (e.g., the 

tropics), industrial or urban areas (e.g. , the Ruhr and Westphalia in Germany), economic 

specialization (e.g., the cotton belt ofNorth America), administrative units (e.g., standard 

government regions in Great Britain), and international political areas (e.g., the Andean 

Pact in Latin America). 

i nlpico de Capriccrnlo 

'"'---~--r--- ... , 

Figure 2. 7. Tropical Zones around the Globe, 2001. 
Source: Tzonis, Lefaivre, Stagno, "Tropical Architecture," 2001. 

The Chicago School of Sociology' s concept of a region is a "natural area" in 

which geographic boundaries, such as mountain chains, enclose a homogeneous culture. 22 

Indeed, homogeneity is the main characteristic that shapes a region, through natural as 

well as societal components. 

21 "Region" Encyclopedia Britannica Retrieved April6, 2003, from Encyclopedia 
Britannica Online. <http:/ /search.eb.com/eb/article?eu=64661 > 

22 Amos Hawley, Human Ecology: A Theory of Community Structure (New York, 
NY: Ronald Press, 1950). 
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The concept of region is currently used in analysis, planning, and administration 

by many national and international public and private programs. The ideological 

correlation of regional features, often called regionalism, allows the development of 

independent attitudes in historical, political, and sociological aspects. In other words, 

regionalism is the regional consciousness searching to develop a sense of identity within 

a specific region. For instance, "economic regionalism" can be viewed as a conscious 

attempt to manage the opportunities and restrictions within a region that is created by the 

dramatic increase in international economic ties in the postwar era. An example of 

economic regionalism is the economic integration of "free-trade areas," such as the 

N.A.F.T.A. or North American Free Trade Agreement between Mexico, United States, 

and Canada, and the A.S.E.A.N. or Association of South East Asian Nations. 23 

The scope and analysis of regionalism in this thesis is limited to the architectural 

realm. Nevertheless, it is necessary to define the concept of region and regionalism in 

terms of society in order to understand it in a broader sense. The development and 

characteristics of regionalism in architecture will be discussed below, but first is 

necessary to clarify the concepts of modernization, modernism, and modernity, which are 

central to the position statement of this thesis. 

23 "Economic Regionalism" Encyclopedia Britannica Retrieved April6, 2003, 
from Encyclopedia Britannica Online. <http://search.eb.com/eb/article?eu=259641> 
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2.2.1 Modernization, Modernism, and Modernity 

Regionalism, understood as a regional consciousness, often contradicts others' 

ideological perceptions. Regionalism rejects the premises of internationalism, considered 

a sub-theme of"modernism."24 Hence, the well-known terms "modernism," 

"modernization," and "modernity," need to be clarified. In a related way, internationalism 

will be conceptualized and discussed within the architecture realm. Jiirgen Habermas, in 

his article "Modem and Postmodem Architecture," extended the term "modem" to 

three distinct substantives: modernization, which involves industrial and scientific 
progress, the reorganization and rationalization of production and administration, 
and the emergence of a mass market; modernism, which is the cultural, aesthetic 
response to such developments; and modernity, which is the project, since the 
eighteenth-century Enlightenment, to develop objective science, universal 
morality and law, and autonomous art according to their inner logic.25 

Consumer culture, currently led by the developed countries, is the embryonic 

result of modernization. Industrial and mass production are devoted to mass 

consumption. On the other hand, the invention of machines, considered as scientific 

progress, helps industries achieve the demands of the mass market. Moreover, a notion of 

architectural response to modernism can be that described by Le Corbusier (1887-1965) 

in his book "Towards a New Architecture." He argued that architecture must reach the 

same level of innovation as the "machine," such as the automobil, airplane, and ocean 

24 Suha Ozkan, "Regionalism within Modernism," in Regionalism in Architecture, 
ed. Robert Powell (Singapore: Concept Media The Aga Khan Award for Architecture, 
1985), 8. 

25 Michael Hays, Introduction for Jiirgen Habermas "Modem and Postmodem 
Architecture," in Architecture Theory Since 1968, ed. K. Michael Hays (New York, NY: 
MIT Press, 2000), 412. 
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liner that reflected the changes that society had experienced up to that time of 

industrialization.26 Le Corbusier and his innovative architectural developments have 

changed the course of architecture since the early twentieth century, as seen in Figure 2.8. 

1 

Figure 2.8. Le Corbusier' s structural scheme for mass construction. 
Source: Xavier Monteis, Le Corbusier Obras y Proyectos, 1995. 

Furthermore, the growth of the sciences was a pre condition of modernity, often 

referred to as "the new project,"27 because it lead to a more empiricist attitude toward 

research methods and technologies. For instance, the emphasis upon a search for new 

construction methods predisposed many to combine industrial production efficiency with 

26 Le Corbusier, Towards a New Architecture (London: J. Rodker, 1931 ; reprint, 
New York: Dover Publications, 1986). 

27 Michael Hays, Introduction for Jiirgen Habermas "Modem and Postmodem 
Architecture," in Architecture Theory Since 1968, ed. K. Michael Hays (New York, NY: 
MIT Press, 2000), 412. 
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architecture. This tendency is particularly strong in Kieran Timberlake's "Refabricating 

Architecture" design method approach. This discourse tends to re-evaluate and update the 

foundations of design and construction methods into a linear process in which 

"segregation of intelligence and information is the norm"28 (see Figure 2.9). 

LESS IS MORE 

LESS IS A BORE 

MORE FOR lESS 

Figure 2.9. Modernity progresses once again. According to Kieran Timberlake, the 
twenty-first century aims at generating even more content while spending and using less. 
Source: Kieran Timberlake, Refabricating Architecture, 2004. 

28 Stephen Kieran and James Timberlake, Refabricating Architecture (New York, 
NY: McGraw Hill, 2004). 
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The understanding of these terms allowed this study to be involved in the 

discussion of regionalism in the current architectural context, but also to focus in modem 

ideologies with clear objectivity, encouraging the search for new appropriate projects for 

Ecuadorian society. 

2.2.2. Regionalism in Architecture 

This section describes the influences of regionalism in architecture, its ideological 

tendencies, and its categorization. The understanding of regionalism is important to the 

meaning of"critical regionalism." According to Kenneth Frampton, Alexander Tzonis 

and Liane Lefaivre,29 it is a "new attitude" toward architecture, from a regional position. 

The concept of regionalism was described in the previous section as the regional 

consciousness that is searching to develop a sense of identity within a specific region. 

This consciousness can be applied to economic regionalism, as well as to various human 

sciences and artistic expressions, such as architecture. Within the architectural realm, 

regionalism is considered as a significant partial rejection of internationalism, which is 

considered a sub-theme of modernism. This does not entail that regionalism radically 

reject modernism; on the contrary, it respects the movement and its innovations in 

various aspects of architecture. Moreover, modernism demands "a respect for inherent 

qualities of building materials, expressiveness of structure, and functional justifications 

29 Alexander Tzonis and Liane Lefaivre introduced the term critical regionalism 
in the article The Grid and the Path. Kenneth Frampton supported and expanded it later 
in his book Modern Architecture: A Critical History. 
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for forms that constitute buildings."30 Regionalism focuses on local culture and traditions, 

elements that modernism rejects. Some scholars argue that the failure of the Modern 

Movement was in not considering cultural aspects of architectural programs, pretending 

that modern buildings could be built in any environment regardless of their regional 

characteristics. Furthermore, internationalism, as a minimalist tendency, demands 

reduction of building into basic components (structure and envelope). There is a global 

relevance for building that is based on the concept of mass production for construction 

methods and materials (such as the ideas of Kieran Timberlake concerning line 

production of architecture, as seen on Figure 2.9). Internationalism proclaimed 

universality and global applicability of certain values in society, culture, and artistic 

expression that were applied to architecture. Chris Abel describes the effects of 

internationalism in two Asian cities: 

Looking at Kuala Lumpur or Singapore today, it is easy to conclude that the 
forces of a globalized consumer culture have all but won. Both cities, but 
specially Singapore, exhibits all the visual attributes of familiar Western models: 
the Central Business Districts; the air-conditioned office towers; the kitsch 
condos; the McDonald's franchises; the shopping centres selling the same 
consumer products; the jam-packed highways spreading out into the suburbs, and 
the suburbs themselves, with their 'Dallas'-inspired mixture of neoclassical and 
Spanish-style villas.31 (see Figures 2.10 and 2.11) 

30 Suha Ozkan, "Regionalism within Modernism," in Regionalism in Architecture, 
ed. Robert Powell (Singapore: Concept Media The Aga Khan Award for Architecture, 
1985). 

31 Chris Abel, "Localization versus Globalization," in Architecture and Identity: 
Responses to Cultural and Technological Changes (Boston, MA: Architectural Press; 
first published in 1997, second edition 2000), 190. 
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In this passage, Abel expresses how universal patterns are dominating the built 

environment of cities whose historical and traditional backgrounds can be strong 

culturally, but are relatively weak in architectural expression. In addition, Abel ' s 

description identifies a sense of permeability that societies demonstrate toward accepting 

the ideology of "progress," which affects not only their building environments and 

images, but also, in essence, their culture and traditions. 

On the other hand, regionalism seeks meaning and content to build structures 

under specific local conditions based on the cultural and environmental features of a 

particular geographical location. Regionalism is by no means an attempt at a stylistic 

movement; rather it should be considered an attitude against internationalist and 

globalized architectural premises. 

Figure 2.1 0. Kuala Lumpur. Physical evidence of a mixed cultural history. 
Source: Chris Abel, "Architecture and Identity," 2000. 
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Suha Ozkan prefers the term modem regionalism. Ozkan's modem regionalism, 

recognizes the vernacular modes of building at one extreme, and "the rediscovery of Sir 

Edwin Lutyens and Frank Lloyd Wright,"32 at the other. Sir Edwin Lutyens (1869-1944) 

was a British architect established in India who "showed how a modem classical style 

(neo-classicism) could be adorned with Indian flourishes." 33 Lutyen's early architectural 

work accomplished urban development and the Indo-Deco style, an amalgam of Art Deco 

and Indian decorative patterns. Contemporaneously, Frank Lloyd Wright (1867-1959), 

inspired by Viollet Le-Duc, Ruskin's art and craft, and Louis Sullivan's functionalism, 

developed his "organic architecture." Wright's architectural approach is most clearly 

represented in the Usonian houses, as a response against the "machine" architecture 

developed by Le Corbusier (see Figures 2.12 and 2.13 ). 

Figure 2.11. Malecon 2000, Guayaquil, Ecuador. A contrast can be found between 
contemporary and traditional architecture. 
Source: Picture by the author, 2002. 

32 Suha Ozkan, "Regionalism within Modernism," in Regionalism in Architecture, 
ed. Robert Powell (Singapore: Concept Media The Aga Khan Award for Architecture, 

1985). 

33 John Lang, Madhavi Desai and Miki Desai, Architecture and Independence 
(Delhi, India: Oxford University Press, 1997), 154. 
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Figure 2.12. Hyderabad House, New Delhi. Sir Edwin Lutyens in collaboration with 
Abdulla Peermahomed. 
Source: Lang, Desai, and Desai, "Architecture and Independence," l997. 

Figure 2.13. The Usonian House. View of the Loren Pope House. 
Source: Robert McCarter, "Frank Lloyd Wright," 2002. 
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Ozkan's intention of rediscovery can be described by mentioning two icons of 

architecture that deal with regional integration: Lutyen's intention for developing Indian 

architectural symbols on a nineteenth century dominant neo-classicist style ("spirit of 

time"), and Wright's intention of representing regional patterns based on "organic 

[architecture]," "decentralization," "integration," and "democracy," as design principles 

for his architecture. 

Additionally, modem regionalism manifests a respect for the local culture, for 

climate and sometimes technology. Nevertheless, there are some elements that limit the 

scope of modem regionalism. One of these elements is the standardization and 

industrialization of materials and structures supported emphatically by the building 

industry. There is a tendency in the market to optimize time in construction which often 

results in the use of standardized products and the reduction of labor and handcraft. The 

building industry, international and local, has been trying for decades to industrialize 

architecture, and fortunately, in terms of localization, architecture has resisted. Moreover, 

the rising costs of local materials and skilled labor have also established a limit for 

regionalism. It is a chain reaction. Skilled labor and local materials' prices rise because of 

the low demand, which is, in tum, due to a preference for using standardized products by 

the communities involved in architectural development. It happens that the physical 

component of architecture involves construction, which currently is regularly dominated 

by the building industry. 

Hence, regionalist architects have the very important task of basing their 

architectural production on the use of local and new traditional materials, local 

craftsmanship, and intermediate and combined construction technologies. It is necessary 
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to clarify the difference between local materials and traditional materials. Local materials 

are those that belong to a particular place or region. For instance, some local materials 

that belong to the Coast Region of Ecuador are caiia guadua (a type of bamboo), timber 

(e.g, Fernand Simchez, amarillo, guayacan, teca, etc.), stone (e.g., limestone), and hand-

made clay brick. On the other hand, traditional materials are those that have become 

customary through continued use over time. Local materials may be traditional materials, 

but not necessarily. Within the Coast Region, cement, concrete, mass produced concrete 

blocks, mass produced clay brick, zinc, and asbestos, also can be considered new 

traditional materials due to their persistent use for several years. The use of new 

traditional materials or mass produced local materials can limit but not restrict the 

development of a regional architecture. Furthermore, regional aspects can be depicted by 

assembling the building using traditional or intermediate construction techniques or a 

combination of both (see Figure 2.14). 

Figure 2.14. Bamboo Chapel, Puerto Rico, Ecuador. The building uses a combination of 
local construction techniques and modem traditional materials (e.g., concrete 
foundations). 
Source: Picture by the author, 2002. 
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Another aspect that is restraining regionalism is the proliferation of legal 

requirements. In the United States and other first world countries, code compliance is 

unavoidable. Architects must comply with the !.B.C. (International Building Code), Life 

Safety Code, N.F.P.A. (National Fire Protection Association), A.D.A. (American with 

Disabilities Act), and other construction codes. These requirements differ from other 

countries where the applicability of codes is required, but often not pursued, resulting in 

an interstice for the development of regionalism. There can be both positive and negative 

arguments concerning the advantages of applying building and life safety codes. 

Nonetheless, it is an issue that limits the scope of regionalism because building codes 

generally support the major utilization of industrialized materials. For instance, fire-

resistant requirements limited the use of natural processed wood and bamboo for 

construction. 

Finally, the unavoidable influence that the architectural press has on clients and 

architects, results in a reverence for fashion. In order to develop regional architecture it is 

necessary to deal with a committed client. More often, clients desire to conform to 

modernity, a type of attitude that does not promote regionalist development but rather the 

clients' popular tastes, which tend toward universality. 

Based on these points, Kenneth Frampton may have guessed right when he stated 

that regionalism will be successful once architects identify the interstices in modernity 

where the regional consciousness can flourish. 34 These interstices of modernity are often 

34 Kenneth Frampton, "Critical Regionalism: Modern Architecture and Cultural 
Identity," in Modern Architecture: A Critical History, ed. Kenneth Frampton (London: 
Thames and Hudson, 1980; reprint, 1992). 
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found in underdeveloped countries, where traditional materials and construction methods 

are still used. 

It should be pointed out that another element limiting the scope of regionalism is 

the prejudice of vernacular architecture. I mean prejudice because often the 

reinterpretation of vernacular architecture is synonymous with a retrograde or reactionary 

architecture confronting contemporary styles based on "new cutting-edge forms" (e.g., 

decontructivism). 

Even though regionalism recognizes the vernacular modes of building, there are 

distinctions between vemacularism and modem regionalism that are important to notice. 

Similar to vemacularism (conservative and interpretative), the modem regional 

consciousness also shares a bipolar approach. According to Suha Ozkan, a concrete and 

an abstract modem regionalism are being developed. 35 Both approaches use 

contemporary materials and construction techniques, and most importantly, both convey 

cultural and regional issues. Furthermore, both approaches differ in a particular 

characteristic. Concrete regionalism produces architecture based on the "replication" of 

regional features, portions, or often entire buildings (see Figure 2.15). 

35 Suha Ozkan, "Regionalism within Modernism," in Regionalism in Architecture, 
ed. Robert Powell (Singapore: Concept Media The Aga Khan Award for Architecture, 
1985), 12. 
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Figure 2.15. Henning Larsen Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Riyadh, 1984; and, Taj Mahal, 
Agra, India, 1632-54. The configuration of the plan is replicated for a different function. 
Source: Left: Chris Abel, "Architecture and Identity," 2001. Right: Encyclopedia of 
World Architecture, 1979. 

Abstract regionalism, as its terminology implies, consists of abstracting elements 

from the regional architecture of the past so that new forms can be revived, revitalized, 

and reinterpreted (see Figures 2.16 and 2.17). According to Ozkan, abstract regionalism 

"incorporates the abstract qualities of a building [massing, solids and voids, proportions, 

sense of space, lighting, and structural principles of the architecture of the past] in a 

reinterpreted form. "36 In both approaches, concrete and abstract regionalism, a wide 

spectrum of architectural involvement exists, ranging from thoughtful eclecticism to 

worthless pastiche. In this sense, it is a very difficult and thin boundary to surmount to 

avoid meaningless architectural development in terms of regionalism (see Figure 2.6) 

36 Suha Ozkan, "Regionalism within Modernism," in Regionalism in Architecture, 
ed. Robert Powell (Singapore: Concept Media The Aga Khan A ward for Architecture, 
1985), 13. 
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Figure 2.16. Gordon Bumshaft for Skidmore Owings and Merryl. National Commercial 
Bank, Jeddah, 1982. A regionalist reinterpretation of the architecture of the past can be 
developed under modernist canons. 
Source: Excerpted from Chris Abel, "Architecture and Identity," 2001 . 

Figure 2.17. Ricardo Legorreta. Office Building Plaza Reforma. Mexico D.F ., Mexico 
1993. Abstraction and reinterpretation of Mexican socio-cultural features: color, texture, 
and light. 
Source: Picture by the author, 1999. 
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2.3. Critical Regionalism 

The concepts and distinctions of vemacularism and regionalism (modem 

regionalism) allow for an analysis and discussion of critical regionalism. One purpose of 

this study is to clarify the concept of "critical regionalism," by describing, analyzing, and 

discussing various articles on the topic published by Kenneth Frampton. This analysis 

will consider two basic approaches of Frampton's critical regionalism: the "strategy of 

resistance" and the "speculative manifesto." The first concept was defined in "Critical 

Regionalism: Modem Architecture and Cultural Identity," in 1980.37 The second will be 

analyzed based on two seminal works: the "Six Points for an Architecture of Resistance," 

in 1983,38 and the "Ten Points on an Architecture of Regionalism: A Provisional 

Polemic," in 1987.39 Furthermore, in order to come to a complete understanding of 

critical regionalism and its derivations, it is important to bring into the discussion 

different approaches taken by other architects, critics, theorists, and historians. 

37 Kenneth Frampton, "Critical Regionalism: Modem Architecture and Cultural 
Identity," in Modern Architecture: A Critical History, ed. Kenneth Frampton (London: 
Thames and Hudson, 1980; reprint, 1992). 

38 Kenneth Frampton, "Towards a Critical Regionalism: Six Points for an 
Architecture of Resistance," in The Anti-Aesthetic, ed. Hal Foster (Seattle: Bay Press, 
1983), 20-21. 

39 Kenneth Frampton, "Ten Points on an architecture of Regionalism: A 
Provisional Polemic," in New Regionalism, Center vol. 3, Center for the Study of 
American Architecture, The University ofTexas at Austin (New York, NY: Rizzoli 
International Publications 1987). 
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2.3.1. The New Attitude 

Critical regionalism is considered an attitude toward the world rather than a 

stylistic position for the revival of traditional stereotypes, as vemacularism and concrete 

regionalism imply (abstract regionalism seems to be partially in tune with the ideology of 

critical regionalism). Critical regionalism will prevail by establishing reflective views 

about the complexity of the reality of civilization, primarily those views immediate to us. 

First and foremost, the theory is an alternative response for both the Modem Movement's 

heritage (internationalism) and the "ailing postmodernism's sibling deconstruction'Ao 

with its diverse ramifications embraced by the universalization creed. Moreover, an in-

depth philosophical duality, based on thoughts and ideologies of the architectural 

historian Lewis Mumford's (1895-1990) in the 1940s writings, reinforces the differences 

between universalization and localism (local culture). 

Since the introduction of the term "critical regionalism," almost two decades ago 

in the publication "The Grid and the Pathway," by Alexander Tzonis and Liane 

Lefaivre,41 the topic and its projections have been debated and reestablished by different 

critics and practitioners. Primarily, Tzonis and Lefaivre (probably Ozkan in her 

regionalism versus internationalism discussion as well) attribute their ideas to Lewis 

Mumford and his theoretical proposal of regionalism in the 1940s. Mumford gave to 

regionalism a new life based on the idea of community development and understanding 

40 Alexander Tzonis, Liane Lefaivre, and Bruno Stagno, 'Tropical Critical 
Regionalism: Introductory Comments," in Tropical Architecture: Critical Regionalism in 
the Age ofGloba/ization (Great Britain: Wiley Academy 2001), 6. 

41 Alexander Tzonis and Liane Lefaivre, "The Grid and the Pathway," 
Architecture in Greece no. 5 ( 1981 ). 
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about the independence of a region. "Mumford reinvented regionalism by reframing it.'.42 

The historian's approach was "a critical act," which removed regionalism from its 

predominantly nationalist bias and reintroduced it to the new circumstances of an 

inevitably universal world. Why, then, can this new approach of regionalism be 

considered critical? And, how does it differ from modem regionalism? "Critical" thought, 

as in the writings of Kant and the Frankfurt School, confront the world consciousness and 

the different interpretations that people could have of it. 

Critical regionalism, narrowed into the architectural realm, establishes a search 

for a new regional aesthetic by confronting actual universal aesthetics. Currently, literary 

tools like "defamiliarization" are used by regionalist architects to create regional 

aesthetics. The theory of defamiliarization was first expressed by Viktor Shklovskij in his 

essay "Art as Device" in 1917. In Shklovskij's literary world, defamiliarization allows 

him to attack "contemporary theories on the economy of mental effort in art, while 

preserving the concepts of aesthetic devices as means for creating the strongest possible 

impression on the reader [or observer/user in the case of architecture]. "43 He stated: 

... Art exists in order to recover a sensation of life, to feel things, in order to make 
the stone stony. The goal of art is to give the sensation of things as seen, not 
known; the device of art is to make things "unfamiliar," to increase the difficulty 
and length of their perception, since the perceptual process in art is valuable in 
itself and must be prolonged; art is a way of experiencing the artfulness of an 
object, the object in art being itself unimportant. 44 

42 Alexander Tzonis, Liane Lefaivre, and Bruno Stagno, 'Tropical Critical 
Regionalism: Introductory Comments," in Tropical Architecture: Critical Regionalism in 
the Age ofGlobalization (Chichester: Wiley Academy 2001), 6. 

43 Lawrence Crawford, "Viktor Shklovskij: Differimce in Defamiliarization," 
Comparative Literature 36, no. 3 (1984), 209-219. 

44 1bid. 
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Without the intention to be reductive, defamiliarization tries to achieve criticality 

by stimulating the aesthetic perception of the observer. Indeed, Shklovskij's discourse 

inverts a common-sense dictum of aesthetical perception of objects referred to by our 

practical, daily, or even scientific discourses, with an object "deformed/defamiliarized in 

its poetic sound-structure or description. "45 This inversion is delimited by spaces of 

meaning and by the time required to assimilate and recognize them (see Figure 2.18). 

a. common bamboo b. deformed bamboo c. defamiliarized bamboo 

Figure 2.18. Defamiliarization of Bamboo. This painting exercise shows the process of 
defamiliarization applied in the visual arts. a. The common aesthetical perception of 
bamboo. b. Deformed perception of bamboo similar as to the backbone structure. c. The 
essential property of bamboo is defamiliarized avoiding economy on mental effort by the 
observer's. 
Source: Paintings by the author, 2004. 

According to Tzonis, the wise utilization of defarniliarization is what 

distinguishes critical regionalism (and in some measure abstract regionalism described 

previously) from other forms of regionalism. Under this term, critical regionalism 

identifies phenomenological elements, which are hardly perceptive but recognizable once 

45 Lawrence Crawford, "Viktor Shklovskij: Dif.ferance in Defamiliarization," 
Comparative Literature 36, no. 3 (1984): 209-219. 
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experienced and remain in the social conscious of a given civilization (e.g., sense of 

place). 
46 In contrast, architecturally speaking, familiarization identifies specific symbols 

that are bonded to the immediate society's memory and reproduce them into a visually 

recognizable building, much like conservative vernacularism and concrete regionalism 

described previously. Architecture can not only be expressed in physical conditions but 

also in phenomenological ones of a regional culture by expressing them in the aesthetics. 

"Critical regionalism tries to solve global problems, those of anomy and atony, 

which are most apparent in developed parts of the world and are becoming so in 

developing countries also."47 In fact, in underdeveloped countries such as in Latin 

America, where social instability is caused by economic, historical, political, and social 

factors, there is an erosion of traditional values by the universal culture. The built 

environment is becoming homogeneous, from city to city, and cities can no longer be 

distinguished from each other. Universality has brought homogeneity. But, it is not the 

same regional homogeneity that regionalism and critical regionalism tend to revive from 

a socio-cultural context. On the contrary, the type of homogeneity they confront is the 

one that leads towards the cultural and traditional oblivion of a society. 

46 Phenomenology is a return to things as themselves, emphasizing concrete 
phenomena rather than abstractions and mental constructions. It is not space that we 
perceived and remember. It is the sensory phenomena of objects/elements that form 
spaces that we understand. 

47 Alexander Tzonis, Liane Lefaivre, and Bruno Stagno, 'Tropical Critical 
Regionalism: Introductory Comments," in Tropical Architecture: Critical Regionalism in 
the Age ofGlobalization (Chischester: Wiley Academy 2001), 9. 
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2.3.2. Strategy of Resistance 

Among various critics and theorists, Kenneth Frampton is one of the most loyal 

defenders of the ideology of critical regionalism, which he sees as the most feasible 

paradigm in the future development of architecture today. He not only approves of the 

idea but expands it by discussing other sensitive aspects of architecture. 

Kenneth Frampton, in his book "Modem Architecture: A Critical History," 

considers critical regionalism as both a "strategy of resistance" against universalization 

and a historical trend, because of the profound and convenient relationship of architecture 

with nature in contrast to the progressive idea of society.48 Frampton's "resistance to the 

homogenization of the built environment" 49 tends to be against the "consumer culture," 

characterized as culturally homogeneous, productively mass-consuming, architecturally 

ambiguous, and independent from the climate. This seems to describe the Modem 

Movement, the architecture that was intentionally not in tune with local culture, perhaps 

the reason scholars argue it was a mistake to apply globally. 

A parallel determination is made by Tzonis and Lefaivre, who based their 

discussion on keeping ''the quality of the environment and the community" by displacing 

48 Kenneth Frampton, "Critical Regionalism: Modem Architecture and Cultural 
Identity," in Modern Architecture: A Critical History, ed. Kenneth Frampton (London: 
Thames and Hudson, 1992), 327. 

49 Kate Nesbitt, "Critical Regionalism: Local Culture vs. Univerzal Civilization: 
Introduction," in Theorizing a New Agenda for Architecture (New York: Princeton 
Architectural Press 1996), 469. 
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the idea of universality. 5° Certainly, critical regionalism is introduced by Frampton, 

Tzonis, and Lefaivre as a partial reaction against universality on behalf of the revival and 

rescue of a rooted/local culture through architecture. Similarly, Chris Abel, an 

architectural writer, proposes the idea of the "eco-culture civilization," explaining that 

regionalism is not only a reaction to but rather a deep rejection of the previously 

dominant international movements. His theoretical proposal emphasizes regional building 

forms and environmental conditions. 51 Paraphrasing Kenneth Frampton, he characterizes 

critical regionalism as the possibility of the development of a critical architectural culture 

in opposition to forms of universal domination while accepting the emancipatory impulse 

of modernization. He, too, provides a "strategy of resistance" that avoids being totally 

absorbed by the consumer society and mass production components. Likewise, Tzonis 

and Lefaivre consider that critical regionalism should be "complementary rather than 

contradictory" toward universal trends. So far in the analysis, it can be stated that, critical 

regionalism, as an ideology, intends to produce homogeneity in the environment based on 

localism; partially rejects universal culture; provides a regionally-based cultural 

architecture; and establishes a consciousness beyond style. 

The duality between local culture and universal civilization was introduced by 

Paul Ricoeur, a French philosopher who was part of the Esprit movement in the early 

50 Alexander Tzonis, Liane Lefaivre, and Richard Diamond, "The New Critical 
Regionalism," in Architecture in North America since 1960 (London: Thames and 
Hudson 1995), 51. 

51 Chris Abel, "Towars a Global Eco-Culture," in Architecture and Identity: 
Response to Cultural and Technological Changes (Boston, MA: Architectural Press 
2000), 204. 
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1960s, in his book "History and Truth." Ricoeur discusses the valid meaning of cultural 

history and also debates universalization and singularity (from which Frampton based his 

essay "Critical Regionalism"52
). According to Ricoeur, the meaning of history may not 

prevail "insofar as this universality does violence to the life of individuals whose 

singularity always remains invincible."53 Such assumptions can provide an idea about the 

Ricoeur's support of rescuing cultural singularities from the undoubted domination of 

modem civilization. Although Ricoeur and Mumford agreed about the segregation of 

local values from universal ones, they differ in that Ricoeur bases his agreement on a 

socio-cultural point of view and Mumford on an architectural point of view leading 

toward regionalism. 

Based on Ricoeur' s analysis of culture and its validity in the realm of society 

surrounded by the singular-universal dichotomy, Frampton interprets the real existence of 

such cultural paradox by producing an architectural statement. In the article "Critical 

Regionalism,"54 Frampton establishes seven items that, according to him, describe the 

realm of critical regionalism. This does not constitute a manifesto, but rather a conclusive 

statement based on different case study analyses and the fact that an architectural reaction 

against universalization had to be produced. According to Frampton, critical regionalism 

has to be understood as: 

52 Kenneth Frampton, "Critical Regionalism: Modem Architecture and Cultural 
Identity," in Modern Architecture: A Critical History, ed. Kenneth Frampton (London: 
Thames and Hudson, 1980; reprint, 1992). 

53 Paul Ricoeur, "Universal Civilization and National Culture," in History and 
Truth, ed. John Wild (Evanston, IL: Northwestern University Press, 1965), 271 

54 Kenneth Frampton, "Critical Regionalism: Modem Architecture and Cultural 
Identity," in Modern Architecture: A Critical History, ed. Kenneth Frampton (London: 
Thames and Hudson, 1980; reprint, 1992). 
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1) a marginal practice, one which, while it is critical of modernization, 

nonetheless still refuses to abandon the emancipatory and progressive aspects 

of the modem architectural legacy. 

2) [manifesting] itself as a consciously bounded architecture. 

3) [favoring] the realization of architecture as a tectonic fact rather than the 

reduction of the built environment to a series of ill-assorted scenographic 

episodes. 

4) invariably [stressing] certain site-specific factors [such as the topography, 

light and ventilation]. 

5) [emphasizing] the tactile as much as the visual. 

6) [endeavoring] to cultivate a contemporary place-oriented culture without 

becoming unduly hermetic, either at the level of formal reference or at the 

level of technology. 

7) [flourishing] in those cultural interstices which in one way or another are able 

to escape the optimizing thrust of universal civilization. 

Frampton's consideration of critical regionalism as a "marginal practice" 

indicates that universalization is dominant in the current era and that critical regionalism 

may be successful as an architectural consciousness if it develops as a peripheral practice. 

The marginality expressed by Frampton can be seen in the examples he selected and 

analyzed from specific remote locations around the world. 55 Thus, the critical regionalism 

55 The case studies analyzed by Frampton comprise among others: Jom Urtzon's 
Bagsvaerd Church, near Copenhagen, J .A. Coderch' s ISM apartment block, Barcelona, 
Spain, Alvaro Siza's Beires House, P6voa de Varzim, and Luis Barragan's own house 
and studio in Tacubaya, Mexico. 
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field is more open to those regions that are less affected culturally and socially by 

universal culture. For instance, some Latin American regions have this advantage, by the 

fact that modernity and internationalism are centered on the urban zones rather than on 

rural areas (e.g., Mexico City, Guayaquil, Buenos Aires, Brasilia, and Santiago de Chile). 

Nonetheless, critical regionalism will be fully expressed in these regions once the 

primary influence of modem-postmodem thought has passed; not until then will the 

"regional consciousness" be allowed to use the "interstices" left by the postmodem 

civilization. 

Frampton's conclusions are based on the study of several architectural buildings 

and architects who can be considered "regionalists." Some similarities between them can 

be seen by analyzing the examples. One similarity is the nature of value that each of the 

architects defines in their architecture. Currently, modem society is predisposed toward a 

distortion of values, among other elements, of architecture. The values of environmental 

elements often are measured in terms of economic considerations, rather than on a 

historical, sensorial, moral, religious or, perhaps, artistic validity. 

Furthermore, the architecture and architects analyzed in the selected case studies 

convey a reaffirmation and reinforcement of the values of the culture they represent. 

Another attribute that each of the cases avoided is the frequently devalued scenographic 

architecture. Often, the reinterpretation of cultural symbolism easily falls into pastiches 

or worthless architecture, which the viewer can only perceive visually (basically the case 

of concrete regionalism). Critical regionalism was essentially founded for the purpose of 
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challenging representational features. In addition, Frederick Jameson says that 

"Frampton[' s] [approach] is more ontological than representational. "56 57 

Moreover, within Frampton's examples, meaningful architecture occurs through 

critical regionalism, not at a superfluous level but by in-depth analyses that combine 

social, cultural, physical, and environmental properties of a specific region into an 

architectural reaction. 

These are exemplified in the work of the Japanese architect Tadao Ando, and are 

also expressed in his essay "Toward New Horizons in Architecture." 58 Ando also 

discussed the failings of both modem and postmodem architecture by proposing a 

phenomenological approach. He describes his viewpoints about place and nature within a 

creative frame of architecture based on critical action, similar to the viewpoints described 

by Mumford. For Ando, architecture, considered as a new landscape, must reflect 

characteristics of a given place and at the same time a close relationship with nature. 

However, while one can tell that these are basic elements that architecture must 

communicate, Ando's approach is essentially regional. Within his design work, Ando 

56 Frederick Jameson, "Constraints ofPostmodernism (Extract)," in Rethinking 
Architecture, ed. Neil Leach (London: Routledge, 1997; reprint New York: Routledge, 
2002), 247-255. 

57 Ontology is a metaphysical branch of study which is concerned with existence 
and nature of being. It studies the nature of things. On the other hand, representation is 
something that depict, as: an image or likeness of something; an account or statement, as 
of facts, allegations or arguments; an expostulation, a protest; a presentation or 
production, as of a play. 

58 Tadao Ando, "Toward a New Horizon in Architecture," in Theorizing a New 
Agenda for Architecture 1965-1995, ed. Kate Nesbit (New York: Princeton Architectural 
Press, 1996), 458-461. 
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provides sensorial abstractions from a given culture. According to Ando, Japanese culture 

has a more sensible logic about nature than Western culture, for instance. The sensibility 

attached to the geometrical abstraction, and the consideration of wind and light as 

physically complementary materials are elements that characterize Ando' s architecture. 

Ando's utilization of concrete as a main material and structure and its sensitive 

application drawn from the regional culture results in the tactile nature to which 

Frampton refers (see Figure 2.19). 

.. 

Light is the origin of all being. Striking the surface of things, light grants them an 
outline; gathering shadows behind things, it gives them depth. Things are 
articulated around borders of light and darkness, and obtain their individual form, 
discovering interrelationships, and become infinitely linked. 59 

. I • 

·, 

• 

Figure 2.19. Tadao Ando, Koschino House, Osaka, 1981. Left: Conceptual diagram. 
Right: Interior view. 
Source: Masau Furuyama, "Tadao Ando," 1996. 

59 Tadao Ando, "Toward a New Horizon in Architecture," in Theorizing a New 
Agenda for Architecture 1965-1995, ed. Kate Nesbit (New York: Princeton Architectural 
Press, 1996), 458-461. 
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These critical regionalist architects' intention (defined by Frampton) seems to 

avoid the intervention of "international architecture" as a depiction of universalization. 

Often, an appropriate and critical combination of both currents is generally preferred by 

the architects. This can be achieved by refraining from the use of standardized and mass 

produced components, and by maintaining simplicity of form and non-representational 

criteria, both "international style" inheritances and current developments in postmodem 

architectural style. 

2.3.3. Speculative Manifesto 

In 1987, Frampton proposed a polemical approach to critical regionalism by 

producing, in his own words, a "speculative manifesto," in his article "Ten Points on an 

Architecture of Regionalism: A Provisional Polemic." 6° Kenneth Frampton has debated 

the topic since the 1980 publication of his book, "Modem Architecture: A Critical 

History," in which the chapter "Critical Regionalism: Modem Architecture and Cultural 

identity" presents a duality between local culture and universal civilization, previously 

described as "strategy of resistant" (see Section 2.3.2). It is essential to follow the 

progressive development of Frampton's ideas about regionalism since 1980, in order to 

comprehend the actual assumptions and future implications of this topic. 

Frampton reworked the chapter for an article published in Prospecta, the Yale 

architectural journal, in 1983, named "Prospects for a Critical Regionalism," in which, 

6° Kenneth Frampton, "Ten Points on an architecture of Regionalism: A 
Provisional Polemic," in New Regionalism, Center vol. 3, Center for the Study of 
American Architecture, The University of Texas at Austin (New York: Rizzoli 
International Publications, 1987). 
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like the previously described chapter, he based his thoughts on Paul Ricouer's quest for 

"how to become modem and to return to the sources."61 More developed thoughts are 

suggested in this article and, although he continued using the same structure, he narrowed 

it into the style of a new manifesto. Frampton's intended manifesto was first published in 

his article 'Toward a Critical Regionalism: Six points for an Architecture of Resistance," 

where the "architecture of resistance" was established as a strategy for the development 

of critical regionalism. In this article, he began to consider an in-depth perception of 

"cultural identity" not fully described in the previous article. Structurally, this 

consideration provides a broader application of his manifesto worldwide, and mainly for 

underdeveloped countries whose cultural aspects have been absorbed by modernity. 

Frampton's six points were arranged in oppositional pairs that should be studied 

not as positive or negative poles, but rather as irreducible poles with difficulties in 

decreasing the gap of tension forged by their juxtaposition. This juxtaposition implies a 

universal civilization versus local culture approach to architectural development. The 

oppositional pairs were space/place, typology/topography, architectonic/scenographic, 

artificial/natural, and visual/tactile, followed by a postscript describing the Postmodem's 

divergent positions between the Neo-Historicists and Neo-Avant-gardists. 

As can be seen in the analysis of the six points, one of the most common 

discussions concerns the conceptualization of space and place in actual architecture, 

which have often been viewed as synonymous. In this pairing, space/place, Frampton 

61 Paul Ricoeur, "Universal Civilization and National Culture," in History and 
Truth, ed. John Wild (Evanston, IL: Northwestern University Press, 1965), 277. 
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quotes the argument from Heidegger's "Building, Dwelling, Thinking"62 article about 

boundary perception, and closeness toward community. In Frampton's description, 

Heideggerian thinking of architecture takes a phenomenological position, in which the 

purpose of architecture is to provide an "existential foothold" offering orientation in 

space and identification with the specific character of place, and to search for 

meaningfulness through this relationship (also discussed more recently by Christian 

Norberg-Schulz63
). Thus, these pairs addressed the physical concept of space in tension 

with the sensorial perception of place through a description of representational 

postmodernism versus the phenomenological critical regionalism tendencies. In other 

words, this is a consideration of how architecture builds physical spaces and 

phenomenological places. 

Frampton presents a clear description of space/place in one of the case studies 

used in "Critical Regionalism" (1980), the project of the Bagsvaerd Church, by Je~m 

Utzon. He describes it as it relates to the specific place near Copenhagen in terms of 

regional characteristics, and the spatial qualities of the church based on the local culture 

in which it belongs (see Figure 2.20). 

62 Martin Heidegger, "Building, Dwelling, Thinking," in Poetry, Language, 
Thoughts (New York: Harper and Row, 1971). 

63 Christian Norberg-Schulz, "The Phenomenon of Place," in Theorizing a New 
Agendafor Architecture, ed. Kate Nesbitt (New York: Princeton Architectural Press, 
1999). 
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Figure 2.20. J0m Utzon, Bagsvaerd Church, near Copenhagen, 1976. Left: Aerial view. 
Right: Interior view of the church 
Source: www.pritzkerprize.com 

In the typology/topography pair, Frampton provides the argument between the 

rational Enlightenment typologies and the more culturally grounded Arts and Crafts 

typologies. Cultural input is perceived through the differentiation of buildings and 

topography as natural environment brought into the argument. The architectural character 

of place-form is approached considering typology as the cultural input and topography as 

the natural input. Moreover, by supporting the Arts and Crafts culturally grounded 

typology, Frampton avoids the systematization of architectural development, as in the 

classificatory type provided by Durand (1760-1834) during the Enlightenment.64 Hence, 

social elements, such as nationalist autonomy and expression should be considered in 

order to insert complete cultural identity into the discourse. 

The pair described as architectonic/scenographic, develops the distinctions 

between the etymological analysis of the architectonic and the scenographic. The former 

relies on intuitive "aboriginal building" and the latter on the representational. This pair 

64 Durand in his book "Collection and Parallel of Buildings," assembles a series of 
plans that illustrate building types. 
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implies a clear rejection of Venturi's postmodernist approach concerning ambiguity in 

architecture and its contemporary representation. Frampton emphasizes the relationship 

between the program and the tectonics, rather than a depiction of each in isolation. It 

would seem that Frampton supports Villet-Le-Duc's structural rationality described in 

Gothic architecture. According to Frederick Jameson, Frampton emphasizes the "joint" as 

a fundamental innovation for the aesthetic of critical regionalism based on architecture as 

ontological rather than representational experience. 

Frampton's description of the artificial/natural dichotomy sets out the criteria for 

using artificial or natural ventilation in buildings. The discussion distinguishes between 

mechanization of environmental systems which relates to an international style and 

natural ventilation systems that are supported by the lessons learned in vernacular 

architecture and its adaptation to climate conditions. Based on these assumptions, this 

pair expresses clearly not only the tension behind them, but also the tension between 

local architecture versus universal architecture, and universal modernity versus 

appropriate modernity. 

The visual/tactile pair reflects the tension between the different levels of 

perceptions, which is emphasized in this thesis. The visual perception of architecture may 

be achieved through form: scale, proportion, and spatial tension. On the other hand, 

tactile implies a deep sensorial perception of architecture beyond morphology. The 

intention is to produce a multi-sensorial experience, close to a spiritual awakening, by 

means of the perceptual rediscovery of a sensitive architectural space (defamiliarization). 

Based on these six points for a resistance strategy, Frampton reestablishes new 

points in his 1987 article "Ten Points on an Architecture of Regionalism: A Provisional 
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Polemic." The strategy for an "'architecture of resistance" is kept and improved by adding 

four new items, which were previous explanatory points, to frame and provide a better 

understanding of the others. The four new points are: Critical Regionalism and 

Vernacular Form, The Modem Movement, The Myth and the Reality of Region, and 

Information and Experience. In conjunction with the previously analyzed six points, he 

produces a "'speculative manifesto" in response to a self-formulated question: "'What then 

of the apparent promise of regionalism and what can we possibly mean by the evocation 

of this term?"65 Thus, the intention is to establish a clear definition of critical regionalism, 

using the methodology of categorization and identification of ten architectural attributes, 

that allows regional characteristics to flourish and be expressed architecturally. 

The article is based on a philosophical postulation. In this case, instead of 

discussing the philosophical dichotomy between universalization and local culture of 

Ricoeur, which also is a continuing discussion through this article, Frampton provides an 

analysis of the rapid changes in the arts since 1870. This is definitely a more historical 

approach consistent with that of Aldo Van Eyck , which implies "a willingness to 

confront the myths and realities of the present situation,"66 based on the pathological 

addiction for "change" that architects have been expressing throughout history. Change is 

a word that has different connotations in different contexts. Throughout the history of 

architecture it seems that "change," is often presented as a response to the continuous 

65 Kenneth Frampton, "Ten Points on an architecture of Regionalism: A 
Provisional Polemic," in New Regionalism, Center vol. 3, Center for the Study of 
American Architecture, The University of Texas at Austin (New York: Rizzoli 
International Publications 1987), 21. 

66 Ibid. 
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domination of powerful human civilizations imposed on other relatively weak 

civilizations and cultures. The historical development of architecture, based on the 

necessity for "change," is perhaps better discussed from the regional viewpoint, as in 

Lawrence Speck's article "Regionalism and Invention."67 

Speck approaches regionalism from a deeply historical perspective characterized 

by an experiential rather than a scientific approach. Speck's article uses as examples the 

transformation that architecture was forced to undergo due to the oppressive 

"international style" at specific periods of time. How Roman architecture transformed 

into Byzantine architecture represents a "change." How Renaissance architectural 

expression responded to Gothic style's subjugation in the fifteenth century represents 

"resistance." The "change" and "resistance" approaches, according to Speck, were 

"regionalist, place-inspired movements."68 Unlike the different analyses provided by 

Frampton in his multiple case studies of contemporary architecture, Speck seems to be 

grounded in the idea that regionalism has been a historical response from cultures; that 

although not socially or culturally prepared for universal trends, an area can still react 

against dominant architectural styles. In other words, a natural human reaction is to 

respond against domination. 

"I see some timeless, profound truth in the idea that what is nurturing to human 

existence, what is driven by necessity, what is tangible and physical, what is constant and 

67 Lawrence W. Speck, "Regionalism and Invention," in Center: New 
Regionalism, ed. Lawrence W. Speck (New York: Rizzoli International Publications, 
Inc., 1987). 

681bid. 
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customary, may also be truly inspirational."69 In this quote Speck expresses the primary 

thought of his article and the ontological idea behind experiential regionalism. There are 

similarities between the historical-experiential approach of Speck and the theoretical 

approach of Marc Antoine Laugier, who established that architectural principles are 

imitations of the process of nature, and proposed the concept of the "primitive hut." 

Laugier's position was later reformulated by Eugene-Emmanuel Viollet-Le-Duc into the 

more natural "gothic hut," which signified not only placeness, but also tectonic 

perceptions. According to Laugier and Le-Duc, nature is as important as place. Indeed, 

there can be parallel concepts in the realm of architecture, considering that each place has 

specific natural characteristics expressed by materials and climate that can be exploited 

for architectural objectives. 

Frampton discusses his concern that, during the progress of modernization, with 

its unstoppable technological and cultural domination, the "romance of discovery and 

invention" is lost. Indeed, patriotism and parochial characteristics are subsuming by the 

ease of standardization and mass production which proceeds from universal civilization, 

and regional differentiation becomes a factor to be eliminated rather than to be preserved. 

However in response to this process, Frampton appears to be clear in determining that 

critical regionalism is not a revival of the traditional aspects of architecture, nor a 

vernacular revival representing architectural folk, kitsch, or a historical regression. What 

69 Lawrence W. Speck, "Regionalism and Invention," in Center: New 
Regionalism, ed. Lawrence W. Speck (New York: Rizzoli International Publications, 
Inc., 1987), 8. 
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critical regionalism intends is to "mediate the impact of universal civilization with 

elements derived indirectly from the peculiarities of a particular place."70 

Additionally, this argument is supported by Tzonis and Lefaivre's position that 

critical regionalism is "a commitment to 'placeness' and to the use of regional design 

elements as a means of confronting a universal order of architecture that is seen as 

dominating or oppressive."71 Critical regionalism as described by Frampton, Tzonis, 

Lefaivre, and Speck is beyond the idea of place, and therefore can be developed 

anywhere. This avoids hermetic regionalism by establishing a consciousness for 

regionalist architectures that is ""self-examining, self-questioning, and self-evaluating, 

that not only is confrontational with regard to the world but to itself."72 Thus, critical 

regionalism is not a stylistic approach to architecture; it lies beyond style. 

2.4. Theoretical Synopsis 

Critical regionalism considers every architectural aspect through which the 

consciousness of a given regional society and culture can be expressed and can flourish. 

The architectural and cultural differences between universalism and localism were 

discussed in an attempt to provide a critical action for the future development of 

architecture. In this regard, Frampton's ten points are more than a dichotomy between 

7° Kenneth Frampton, "Towards a Critical Regionalism: Six Points for an 
Architecture of Resistance," in The Anti-Aesthetic, Essays of Postmodern Culture, ed. H. 
Foster (Port Townsend: Bay Press, 1983), 21. 

71 Alexander Tzonis and Liane Lefaivre, "Why Critical Regionalism Today?" in 
Theorizing a New Agenda for Architecture (New York: Princeton Architectural Press 
1996), 485. 

72 Alexander Tzonis and Liane Lefaivre, 488. 
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universal civilization and local culture in architecture; they tend to restore architects' 

meaningful and original pursuits. 

The pairing categorization is well conceived and has strong implications for a 

return to the base of architecture; an architecture that keeps people close to their 

environment and culture; an architecture that responds effectively to societal needs; a 

non-representational architecture that enhances regional symbolism through perception 

rather than only visual means. In summary, Frampton's approach can be classified as 

ontological rather than representational and the function for architecture remains an 

expression of local culture. 

In addition, based on the phenomenological approach which characterizes critical 

regionalism, the tension between "spirit of place" and "spirit of time" is essentially 

expressed. Hence, the spirit of place is enclosed in the region as keeper of cultural and 

environmental features; on the other hand, spirit of time is enclosed in the decaying 

modem and actual postmodem era. During the Modem Movement, the tension between 

these two spirits was distant due to cultural rejection imposed by the movement. As an 

approach to current architectural development it seems that this tension is beginning to 

shorten. Architectural concerns about the reduction of this tension are expressed in the 

progressive work of, among others, Alvar Aalto, Jom Utzon, Tadao Ando, Glenn 

Murcutt, and Ricardo Legorreta (see Figure 2.21). These architects' objectives were to 

develop an architecture closely related to both the spirit of place (local culture) and the 

spirit of time (modem inheritance and current universalism). 

Frampton's critical regionalism is a general discourse. Its scope can be applied in 

any region abroad. Moreover, different regions exhibit different contextual 
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characteristics; not all the characteristics are considered in Frampton's ten points, or at 

least not all of them are site-specific. Nonetheless, the broader scope of critical 

regionalism needs to be narrowed into more specific critical contexts in order to enhance 

its validity and practice. Recalling Mumford's reinterpretation of regionalism, the scope 

is not national, but regional. 

Figure 2.21. Tadao Ando, Modem Art Museum, Dallas-Fort Worth, 2002. 
Source: Architectural Record Magazine, March 2003. 
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2.5. Theoretical Assessment 

Once critical regionalism, vemacularism, and modem regionalism were clarified, 

a correlation was conducted to identify similarities between the characteristics and 

properties of the architectural discourses. This section will enunciate fundamental 

characteristics extracted from each discourse that can provide a theoretical basis to 

support the position statement of this thesis. These characteristics will set a conceptual 

guideline that can serve for revaluing, recuperating, searching, or developing the 

architectural identity of any region in Ecuador, but specifically the Coast Region of 

Ecuador. Thus, it is essential to search for an appropriate architecture that: 

1) Recognizes that buildings rest in the natural environment and that it is 

necessary to establish a harmonious relationship between building and nature. 

2) Pursues architectural honesty by decreasing the influence of fashion and 

increasing the influence of real social purposes as design conditions. The 

intention is to emphasize an attitude over a style. 

3) Develops quality habitable architecture that integrates and expresses local 

socio-cultural customs and traditions by using minimum resources. 

4) Participates in a continuous evaluation taking into account that the built 

environment is not static but dynamic. Current architecture serves current 

needs but also reveals its principal intention in regard of space and time. 

5) Combines the most advanced spatial, formal, and constructive solutions 

available (e.g., new materials, construction methods, and design methods) 

with the most traditional solutions developed by local culture (e.g., traditional 

materials, intermediate technologies, and intuitive design). 
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6) Instigates local archetypes by means of repetition that will enhance and aid in 

developing the identification of common patterns and eventually an 

architectural identity. 

7) Searches for "glocal" architecture that suggests the global application of 

regional principles, the rescue of practical examples at a local level, and the 

adaptation to the global market (rescue-adaptation ideology). 

These seven architectural intentions will be used as a theoretical basis in the 

search for an appropriate architecture found within the "rescue-adaptation" ideology. 

Various aspects of architecture are depicted through these notions: nature, culture, place, 

time, technology, local versus global, archetypes, and identity. 
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CHAPTER III 

CONTEXTUAL AND HISTORICAL FRAME 

3 .1. Regional Ecuador 

Within the diverse family of Latin American nations, Ecuador is a small country 

of 105,470 sq. mi.(270,000 sq. km.) and with approximately 13 million inhabitants, 74.3 

percent of whom live in cities. 73 Ecuador, which sits on the pacific north coast of South 

America, shares boundaries with Colombia to the north and Peru to the south and east. 

Ecuador straddles the Equator, from which the country receives its name, between 

latitudes 2° Nand 5°S and longitudes 74° and 82° W. Due to its location on the tropical 

stream, Ecuador experiences only two climatic seasons: four months of warm winter, 

from January through April, and eight months of summer, from May through December. 

Winter is hot and humid, while summer is temperate and windy (see Figures 1.1 and 3.1 ). 

fnlpico d• Caprtcomio 

Figure 3.1. Tropical zones around the Globe, 2001. The red circle marks Ecuador' s 
location in the world, and how it is influenced by the Tropical stripe. 
Source: Tzonis, Lefaivre, and Stagno, "Tropical Architecture," 2001. 

73 Census of Population and Dwelling, INEC Ecuador, 1999. 
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The Cordillera de los Andes divides the territory into three specific but diverse 

regions: the Pacific Coast Region towards the west; the Andean Region, referred to as 

Sierra or highlands; and the Amazon Region toward the East of the Cordillera de los 

Andes. The location of Ecuador in the tropical stripe in combination with the Interandean 

Region, (a region that shares the Cordillera de los Andes with: Colombia, Ecuador, Peru, 

Bolivia, Chile, and Argentina) allows for a variety of climates, 74 from the coastal and 

amazonian tropical hot-humid climate to the thermal layers of the highlands. This 

climatic condition provides great ecological biodiversity, including dry forests, rain 

forests, subtropics, mountains, and insular zones, the latter constituted by the Galapagos 

Islands located about 625 miles (one thousand kilometers) west of mainland Ecuador in 

the Pacific Ocean. 75 

Figure 3.2. Oswaldo Guayasamin (1919-1999), Red Quito. 
Source: Excerpted from Equator Gallery. 

74 The Interandean region shares the Cordillera de los Andes with: Colombia, 
Ecuador, Peru, Bolivia, Chile, and Argentina. 

75 It was in the Galapgagos Islands that Charles Darwin did much of the research 
that would lead to his theory of evolution. The archipelago was claimed as Natural 
Patrimony of Human Kind, by the UNESCO. 
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Particularly, the Amazon and the Pacific Coast Region are characterized by a 

tropical climate with high temperatureS ranging between 67 °F (18 °C) and 

102 op (37 °C), high humidity averaging almost 80 percent annually, and high rainfall 

averaging 68.3 mm annually, with winter rainfall up to 200 mm. Production is based on 

agriculture and oil. Bananas, coffee, cacao, shrimp, and, recently palm oil are natural 

exportation-quality products from these regions. In addition, the Amazon area provides 

90 percent of the total oil production of Ecuador. The Coast Region, where Guayaquil is 

located, is the nation's principal seaport and international trade center, and also 

considered the economic capital of Ecuador. 

Figure 3.3. Oswaldo Guayasamin (1919-1999), Landscape of Guayaquil 
Source: Excerpted from Equator Gallery. 

The richness of Ecuador's diverse geography is reflected by its equally diverse 

population. African negroes, Indians, Mestizos (a mixed of Indian, African negroes and 

whites), Asians, Europeans, and Middle Easterners constitute a multicultural mosaic that 

has made Ecuador a vibrant microcosm of Latin America. Within its borders, one can 
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find the African sounds of the marimba and the bongo drums in the Northwest coastal 

province of Esmeraldas, the Andean flute evoking lncan times, and the Spanish guitar 

symbolizing almost five hundred years of Spanish influence. Herbal medicinal practices 

from the Amazon jungle bring alive a pre-Columbian past. For 400 years, the principal 

religion has been Catholicism, imposed during the Spanish conquest and adopted as the 

official religion at Ecuadorian Independence in 1824. 

Table 3.1. Regional and Cultural Context ofEcuador 

ASPECTS 
Location 

Country area 

Population 

Capital city 

Colonial Influence 

Independence year 

Language 

Religion 

Government 

Currency 

Climate 

CHARACTERISTICS 
South America 

latitudes 2° Nand 5°S and longitudes 74° Wand 82° W 

270,000 sq. km. 

12,090,804 (2001) 

Quito 

Spanish 

1824 A.D. 

Spanish (official) and Quechua (indigenous dialect, 

specifically for the Andean Region) 

Catholicism, Evangelical, Protestant, Shamanism 

Democracy: Executive, Legislative, and Judicial powers. 

Dollar (current); Sucre (until January 2000) 

Tropical Hot Humid 

Two seasons: Winter (January-April) and Summer 

(May-December). 

Main Exportation Products Petroleum, Banana, Shrimp, Rice, Cacao, Palm oil 

Source: Marcelo Marchan Velez, "Almanaque Guayaquil Total2003," 2002. 
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3.2. Ecuadorian Architecture 

3 .2.1. Vernacular Architecture 

The different forms taken by the dwellings are a complex phenomenon for which 
no single explanation will suffice. All possible explanations, however, are 
variations on a single theme: people with very different attitudes and ideals 
respond to varied physical environments. These responses vary from place to 
place because of changes and differences in the interplay of social, cultural, ritual, 
economic, and physical factors. These factors and responses may also change 
gradually in the same place with the passage of time; however, lack of rapid 
change and J'ersistence of form are characteristic of primitive and vernacular 
dwellings. 7 

Usually, vernacular dwellings differ substantially from one society to another, and 

within societies architectural emphases usually vary over time. This diversity reflects the 

wide variety of functions that houses are built to serve and the broad spectrum of social 

meaning which they convey. The passage above implies, on one hand, "primitive" man's 

basic need for dwelling and, on the other hand, the house's evolution in terms of function 

and meaning as human society develops culture and traditions. Indeed, throughout 

human socio-cultural progress the house has been changing from a simple shelter to a 

"cultural phenomenon." 77 This is because houses not only shelter the biological person 

but also shelter the social being, conveying elements of lifestyle, social status, and 

cultural traditions. Throughout time, in some cultures the function and meaning of 

houses progressively have been controlled by a complex set of rules, laws, or norms 

76 Amos Rapoport, "Socio-cultural Factors and House Form," in House Form and 
Culture (Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall 1969), 46. 

77 The term "primitive" does not refer to the builder's intentions or abilities, but 
rather to the society in which they build. 
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which dictate the layout, measurement systems, material selections, architectural form, 

and ornamentation. 78 

Ecuadorian society is no exception to this phenomenon. In the course of history, 

Ecuadorian society has struggled to maintain its own culture and traditional buildings that 

reflect its own genesis and history. Yet, the country's sociological development was 

interrupted, altered, and at times almost destroyed by foreign culture and beliefs (the 

Incas and the Spaniards) strongly impacting the natural advancement of vernacular 

architecture and traditional dwellings. 79 These alterations were devastating for the social 

and cultural progress of pre-columbian people. After the fifteenth century the Spaniards 

imposed their culture and religion, almost to the loss of the indigenous culture. Moreover, 

with globalization gaining terrain and crossing cultural barriers, Ecuador was able to 

maintain vernacular and traditional architecture and could not develop an appropriate 

architectural identity. The causes of architectural alterations and outcomes will be 

analyzed in terms of vernacular in the Coast Region of Ecuador. 

In Ecuador, vernacular architecture can be found in various places exhibiting 

special and diverse architectural characteristics. The vernacular architecture of the Coast 

region of Ecuador can be divided into four zones according to architectural patterns: 

Esmeraldas, Manabi, Santa Elena, and Cuenca del Guayas80 (see Figure 3.4). 

78 Joseph L. Aranha, "Tourism, Culture and The Built Environment in Bali, 
Indonesia," Open House International, vol.27 no. 3 (2002), 66. 

79 Paul Oliver, Encyclopedia of Vernacular Architecture of the World (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 1991), 1126, 1728. 

80 David Nurnberg, Arquitectura Vernacula en el Litoral (Guayaquil: Banco 
Central del Ecuador, 1982), 14. 
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Considering the variety of houses, a complete comparative analysis between 

house types would require extensive time and research. Thus, to fulfill the purpose of this 

research, the study will focus on the Cuenca del Guayas house type (further referred to as 

Guayas house). The selection of this vernacular dwelling was based on criteria regarding 

age, history, socio-cultural involvement, reduced foreign influence, and popularity among 

rural inhabitants of the region (see Figure 3.5). 

Figure 3.4. Categorization by zones of vernacular architecture of the Coast Region 
according to David Numberg. The yellow area marks the Guayas house zone. 
Source: David Numberg, "Arquitectura Vernacula en el Litoral," 1982. 
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Moreover, Amos Rapoport stated that" ... people with different attitudes and ideas 

respond to varied physical environments."81 Among various causal factors such as 

climate and geography, the socio-cultural factor is the primary force that generates the 

house form. This assumption is supported by the wide range of architectural approaches 

found in the Ecuadorian Coast region. This region has a peculiar climate and geography 

which provide it with a great amount of natural materials: principally timber, bamboo, 

and thatch. These materials alone, which are treated with traditional construction 

techniques, do not account for the form of the house. Based on Rapoport ' s previous 

assertion, the house form could also be affected by the way cultures (nationally or 

regionally) conceive of an ideal house. Thus, it is imperative to first point out the socio-

cultural factors that shape the Guayas house. 

Figure 3.5. Cuenca del Guayas rural house. 
Source: Picture by the author, 2002. 

81 Amos Rapoport, "Socio-cultural Factors and House Form," in House Form and 
Culture (Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Halll969), 46. 
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3.2.l.I.The Socio-Cultural Factor 

It is very difficult to establish a concrete Ecuadorian coastal heritage for 

traditional house development. Unlike other cultures who were able to treasure and 

maintain their traditional house style without major foreign influence, native Ecuadorians 

(across the nation) were almost exterminated, first by the Incan Empire (1463-1525) 

which settled principally in the Andean Region, and then by the Spaniards' occupation 

(1525-1824) which promoted slavery and imposed Catholicism on the indigenous 

populations. 

Consequently, the process of housing development that was part of pre-columbian 

cultures was interrupted prematurely. This interruption prohibited local people from 

following their heritage and traditions and from expressing them architecturally. 

Unfortunately, throughout time the symbolic or centralized role that the Guayas house 

held for its people was adapted, eroded, and replaced by a new Spanish-influenced 

cultural structure. Nonetheless, the variety of vernacular houses found across the 

Ecuadorian Coast Region was able to survive and adapt throughout time and cultural 

episodes. Even so, according to anthropologist and historian Olaf Holm, there is no 

physical evidence of the symbolic meaning that the vernacular houses surely represented 

£'. 1 b. . . 82 10r pre-co urn 1an soc1et1es. 

The images below show clay figures found in the province of Manabi in the Coast 

Region, where some pre-In can and pre-Columbian ( Chorrera and Jama-Coaque) cultures 

settled (see Figure 3.6). These figures are the only evidence of the house form of these 

82 Olaf Holm, "La Vivienda Prehist6rica," in Arquitectura Vernacula en el 
Litoral, (Guayaquil: Banco Central del Ecuador, 1982). 
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cultures. To a certain extent, the clay figures show a close formal relationship with some 

Indonesian house-types, perhaps with the traditional houses from West Sumatran 

Minangkabau and Toraja. The close relationship between house forms strongly supports 

the theory that Pacific cultural exchange existed in the past. 

Another kind of house type developed due to the mestizo, a cross-fertilization 

culture of the Spaniards and indigenous people. Along with a new culture and belief 

system, the invaders brought with them new architectural thoughts and styles which 

merged with indigenous materials, construction techniques, and labor. Thus mestizo 

traditions and heritage are emphasized in the Guayas house in its craftsmanship, spatial 

flexibility based on family customs, and the "addition system" (the property used for 

extensions of the house) (see Figures 3.7 and 3.8). 
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Figure 3.6. Clay figures that belongs to Jama-Coaque and Chorrera cultures in Manabi, 
Coast Region of Ecuador. There is no clear proof of whether they were temples or 
dwellings. 
Source: Olaf Holm, "Arquitectura Vernacula en el Litoral," 1982. 
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Figure 3.7. Dwelling and granary of Jacinto Ortiz. Ventanas, Guayas province, Ecuador, 
1982. 
Source: David Nurnberg, "Arquitectura Vernacula en el Litoral," 1982. 

Figure 3.8. Traditional Guayas house. Above: Second level plan Below: longitudinal 
section. 
Source: David Nurnberg, "Arquitectura Vernacula en el Litoral," 1982. 
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There is no evidence that Guayas society considered having a customary law to 

build, distribute, and assign the house spaces and places. Due to previously mentioned 

reasons, Guayas society was not able to maintain its indigenous building heritage, but 

undoubtedly the dwelling evolved. Hence, the customary law they follow is based on 

family kinship and socio-economic factors. Guayas rural society is patriarchal where the 

husband's task is harvesting, fishing, and building and the wife's task is to take care of 

her husband, children, and domestic duties. In consequence women's space is primarily, 

but not necessarily, limited to the kitchen. 

The Guayas house did not define specific spaces, other than the kitchen, for 

specific activities. However, even though the house has wall divisions and doors, 

considered by scholars a modem influence, similar activities of the family members are 

carried out within various spaces of the house. For instance, the living-room which is 

used to receive and entertain the visitors is also used as a rest area for husband and wife 

and as a bedroom for visitors during the night. Another example is the ground level of the 

house which mainly is used to house pigs, ducks, and chickens, but is also used to 

entertain visitors and to rest (see Figure 3.9). 

The tripartite vertical organization emphasizes the mystic division of a dwelling 

in three mystic vertical layers. The lower part (ground level) is bound to animals, the 

middle part (upper floor level) to humans and the upper part (roof area) to the divine. The 

tripartite vertical organization found in the Guayas house could be related to a particular 

religion or belief, as in some Indonesian traditional houses, although there is no specific 

evidence of this. In addition, in Guayas culture the house is considered neither to hold 

particular spirits or powers nor to require the performance of rituals during construction. 
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However, the sense of community over privacy persists. The construction of the Guayas 

house involves the community rather than a sole carpenter, a factor that according to 

Rapaport separates primitive from vernacular housing. 83 The Guayas house represents a 

culture that does not consider the integration of embellishments, decorations, or symbols 

as indication of social status. Rather social status is expressed through the choice of 

hardwood and fine craftsmanship used in the construction of the dwelling. 

The selection of the site will influence the aging of the house. Often the builders 

select a place near to materials' natural sources to allow easy accessibility for house 

repairs in the future. Moreover, house orientation considers the sun's trajectory as well as 

access to transportation such as rivers and roads. 

As a result, we can see that multi-functionality and spatial flexibility expressed by 

the configuration of the Guayas house could be consider as both a socio-economic and 

cultural response. Architectural substance and meaning are not an expression of religion 

and beliefs. The Guayas house expresses meaningful architectural aspects through its 

built and environmentally responsive character, elements that have been accomplished 

through time and experience (see Figure 3.9). 

83 Amos Rapoport, "Socio-cultural Factors and House Form," in House Form and 
Culture (Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall, 1969), 3. 
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Figure 3.9. Details of the traditional Guayas house. a. Ground level are storage, 
breeding, and resting place. b. living room, and resting area. c. bedroom d.-kitchen. e. 
exterior verandah to receive the visitors. f. overhang detail. 
Source: Pictures by the author, 2002. 
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3 .2.1.2. Environmental Responsive Design 

Another important characteristic of the Guayas house is that it "seems to merge 

naturally with the environment."84 Hence, Guayas culture respects the natural 

environment as the source of construction materials, medicines, and food. The tropical 

rain forest is the main provider of construction materials such as timber, bamboo, and 

thatch used in the dwellings' construction. These materials are helpful not only in making 

the houses appear to merge with the surrounding environment, but also for the 

construction of an environmentally responsive architecture with a low thermal capacity. 

Given Ecuador's hot-humid climate and the lack of air conditioning in rural areas 

it is very difficult to architecturally satisfy the thermal comfort needs of users. In 

addition, solar radiation, humidity, high temperatures, and glare are causes of climatic 

stress. Nevertheless, the structure of the houses responds adequately to the environment 

by taking advantage of wind patterns, accurately controlling heat gain and providing 

adequate ventilation. Hence, to achieve thermal comfort in hot-humid climates, solar heat 

gain is reduced, while ventilation and evaporative cooling is be maximized, allowing heat 

to dissipate from the inside of the building. 85 

Taking into account the tropical climate, the main objective in constructing the 

Guayas house is to reduce heat gain. Thus the site for the house is carefully selected near 

tall and dense foliage, which provides shade. The orientation of the house is a response to 

the sun's trajectory rather than to cultural beliefs. Basically, the Guayas is situated such 

84 Lim Jee Yuan, The Malay House: Rediscovering Malaysia's Indigenous Shelter 
System (Malaysia: The Phoenix Press, 1987), 20. 

85 Lim Jee Yuan, 71. 
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that it keeps the long elevations facing north-south, thereby reducing the amount of 

surface in direct contact with solar radiation. Indeed, the orientation of the buildings 

reflects experience and knowledge of the environment and how it affects houses and life 

styles. 

The roof is considered the best defense the houses have against sun and rain. The 

gable roof not only covers the house space, but also extends beyond the limits of the 

house, creating large and useful overhangs that provide shade for the walls during the 

day. The sunlight only reaches the lower part of the walls, penetrating through the 

interstices left between the split opened bamboo walls and floors . At the same time, the 

split open bamboo allows the wind to pass through and refreshes the inside of the 

dwelling (see Figure 3.1 0). 

a c 

Figure 3.1 0. Details of the traditional Guayas house. a. overhang detail and kitchen 
counter. b. access stair. c. pediment ventilation system. 
Source: Pictures by the author, 2002. 

The house's simple gable roof is considered efficient because it allows ventilation 

through the roof space. The walls which face the pediment of the roof do not reach the 
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ridge (see Figure 3.1 0). The pediment is constructed with opened bamboo widely 

separated from one another, allowing air circulation and dissipation of heated air. 

For additional ventilation the house is raised on stilts. Indeed, this design exploits 

the fact that winds above the low-lying foliage travel at higher speeds. The raised 

structure also responds to circumstances other than ventilation. The places where the 

houses are situated are constantly threatened by Guayas river floods and wild animals and 

insects. On the one hand, the floods bring the opportunity for rice crops, but, on the other, 

the floods are also harmful for houses and their surroundings. The raised Guayas house is 

an effective response to these concerns. 

3.2.2. Modem Architecture 

The development of modem architecture in Ecuador is similar to that of other 

Latin American countries. After the beginnings of the twentieth century, the built 

environment resulted in neo-classical and neo-colonial style modifications. This was 

particularly true at the end of the first quarter of the nineteenth century despite 

independence from the Spaniards, experienced by the majority of Latin American 

countries (see Figure 3.11 ). 

When modem architecture appeared in Ecuador, some architects considered the 

movement as a hermetic dogma. In this regard, paraphrasing Reyner Banham, it was 

assumed that if it is not modem, it is not architecture, but rather archeology or a nice 

masquerade. 86 The influence of the masters of modem architecture was so strong that it 

86 Reyner Banham, Teoria y Diseiio Arquitectonico en Ia Era de Ia Maquina 
(Buenos Aires: Nueva Vision Editions). 
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was almost impossible to escape them. In addition, Le Corbusier' s presence in Brazil, 

Colombia, Argentina, and Uruguay was enough to reinstate the modem thought in the 

southern part of the continent. Particularly in Brazil, the Modem Movement was 

fundamental to the development of a national style, exemplified by the work of Oscar 

Niemeyer and Lucio Costa (see Figure 3.12). 

Figure 3.11. Historical Park of Guayaquil, Samborond6n, Ecuador, 2002. Some post
colonial buildings of Guayaquil from the late XIX century have been preserved as 
examples of traditional architecture. 
Source: Picture by the author, 2002. 

The influence of the espirit nove au within Ecuador started during World War II, 

and its adaptations were based on the latest modifications and variations of the Modem 

Movement. The main examples belong to a limited production made by both foreign 

architects and foreign-trained Ecuadorian architects in the 1960s. The progressive 

thinkers and the recently founded Facultad de Arquitectura (School of Architecture) 
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started transformation, deviation, and devaluation in the processes of modern 

architecture; processes which continue to this day (see Figure 3.13). 

Figure 3.12. Oscar Niemeyer, Congress Building, Brasilia, Brasil, 1960. 
Source: Patrick Nuttgens, "The Story of Architecture," 1983. 

Figure 3.13. The influence of modern architecture in Ecuador can be perceived. Left: Le 
Corbusier. Unite d'habitation. Berlin, 1957. Right: Inca Building. Toyota-Sico 
Headquarters, office and residential building. Guayaquil, Ecuador, 1970s. 
Source: Left: Gili, "Le Corbusier Obras y Proyectos," 1990. Right: Picture by the author, 
1998. 
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During this period, the foreign-trained Ecuadorian architects became noted local 

figures and have continued to produce prominent architecture over the last three decades. 

As in other places, modernism in Ecuador was characterized by diversity, although there 

appears to be some agreement of ideas if not of archetypes. In terms of modem or 

contemporary architecture, there is no historical evidence of a collective national or 

regional architectural development; neither is there evidence of a unified theory. In 

addition, the above mentioned architectural developments were based neither on any 

single, recognized and accepted architectural master nor on any particular theoretical 

basis. 

Nonetheless, the main ideas that have inspired contemporary Ecuadorian 

architecture belong to that of neo-functionalism and nco-rationalism. Modem architecture 

in general manifests in functionalist terms. John Summerson stated that functionalism, by 

being loyal to the program, provides a cohesive principle.87 In addition, Theo Van 

Doesburg said that the new architecture is functional and that it develops from a precise 

description of practical demands. 88 Thus, the functional aspect in architecture goes 

beyond the simple relationship between the individual, who establishes the purpose, and 

the purpose itself, which suggests the organization and form of the building. 

Moreover, during the mid-1970s in Ecuador, there were several arguments 

justifying and supporting an architectural tendency. These arguments addressed directly 

the tendencies of mimesis, international developments, and regional identity problems. It 

87 John Summerson, John Soane (New York: San Martin's Press, 1983). 

88 Evert Van Straaten, Theo Van Doesburg: Painter and Architect (The Haghe: 
SDU, 1988). 
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was in the Facultad de Arquitectura where this crisis of principles was developed, 

producing a chronic disorientation embedded in political-nationalist, economical, and 

social events. This crisis produced discouraging results from a creative point of view. The 

argument is based on the dilemma of cultural dependency and on the validity of 

transposing Western and North American architectural approaches onto different regions 

with different climates, technology, and cultures. This transposition often produced 

meaningless reinterpretations, imitations, or pastiches (see Figure 3.14 ). 

Figure 3.14. Commercial building, Samborond6n, Ecuador, 1990s. The use of curtain 
walls manifests the approach into modem architecture. The symmetry, probably an 
economical solution (social reality), is evident while contradicting modem architectural 
premises. 
Source: Picture by the author, 2002. 
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Similarly, the notion of modernity and progress has altered the commitment that 

architects should make to society. Currently, globalization in combination with the 

industrialization of architecture is modeling the built environment, following the 

progressive ideology. Throughout this process, traditional materials and construction 

techniques are losing devotees, both clients and architects. This trend has been reinforced 

by governmental entities and private housing estate developers, through the selection of 

prefabricated systems for the construction of public housing projects. Considering the 

governmental and housing estate developers' eagerness to find low cost projects to meet 

demands for housing, the use of industrialized and prefabricated systems seems to be the 

optimal solution. Indeed, this system configures a relatively inexpensive solution for the 

government and developers. On the other hand, this solution provides a "shelter" to low

income families, but neglecting appropriate habitability and architectural traditions; 

essential responsibilities that every architect, as humanist, must implement in low-income 

housing projects (see Figures 3.15 and 3 .16). 

There are minimal if any efforts by the Ecuadorian governmental entities 

(especially the institutions in charge of housing developments), and the architects and 

technicians that headed them, to search for an appropriate modem dwelling model that 

reflects socio-cultural, natural, and economical elements. Neither, is there a clear 

academic attempt by the regional Facultad de Arquitectura to find a "glocal" 

architecture, an architecture that suggests the global application of regional principles, the 

rescue of practical examples, and the adaptation to global market (rescue-adaptation 

ideology). Thus, a question arises from these perhaps irresponsible social and 

architectural attitudes: Is profitability more valuable than appropriate habitability? 
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Figure 3.15. Model house from the MIDUVI (Ministerio Ecuatoriano de Ia Vivienda) 
housing program next to a rural house. Milagro, Ecuador. 
Source: Picture by the author, 2002. 

Particularly, the low-cost housing estates projects, considered to be an 

architectural result of universalism, promote mass production (probably based on Le 

Corbusier' s structural scheme for mass production; see Figure 2.8). Cement, concrete, 

and metal are being preferred over clay, wood, and bamboo, while prefabricated 

construction systems are being preferred over local construction techniques. In summary, 

economic values are preferred over socio-cultural values and appropriate habitability. 

Furthermore, which attitude must architects assume? Should they accept 

universality tacitly? Or should they search for an appropriate combination between the 

local and universal? Mistakenly, some architectural communities have proclaimed the 

return to an ideal period, represented by a historical approach emphasizing the colonial 

style. Other architectural groups simplistically accept conventional iconographies from 
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neo-classicism as an immediate access to social status. In both cases, the possibility to 

produce long-term valuable architecture is severely limited. 

The previously discussed aspects of regional and global cultures has permitted us 

to identify possible alternatives based on the creative abstraction from prototypes and 

precedents. This approach could be accomplished through the establishment of basic 

design principles and strategies that take into consideration climate, materials, 

topography, and socio-cultural patterns. Founded on these principles, in conjunction with 

a separation between the local and the universal, we can find a symbolism that will result 

in transcendent for Ecuadorian architecture. 

3.3. Comparative Assessment 

The previous subsections described vernacular and modem architectural processes 

in the realm of Ecuadorian context, society, and culture. As stated throughout the thesis, 

the vernacular architecture approach responds to localization, while the modem 

architecture approach responds to universalization. Various characteristics and 

perceptions have been described and analyzed, but this comparative assessment will 

focus specifically on spatial and environmentally responsive design considerations. Any 

attempt to develop a complete comparison (considering religion, culture, construction 

techniques, etc.) between Ecuadorian vernacular and modem architecture would demand 

extensive research, resources, and time. 89 Therefore, the main purpose here is to 

89 Each of these elements will be expanded upon in further documents. This thesis 
is considered a starting point for subsequent analysis and research about these aspects. 
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demonstrate the value of the climatic design and social factor of vernacular dwellings 

(see Figures 3.17, 3.18, and 3.19). 

In order to produce an appropriate comparison, the study will take into account 

smaller architectural objects. Similar to Frampton' s pairs, the tension is between local 

and universal, which will help to assess the myth of efficiency between the vernacular 

house and the modem house (see Figures 3.8, 3.15, and 3.16). The modem house selected 

is the most used in current housing estate developments, either private or public. The 

housing estate house is the typical structure that uses CMU block or prefabricated 

concrete walls and zinc gable roof, considered a referent of the building industry. This 

type of modem structure was imposed on the Coast Region with minimal adaptations 

leading to uncomfortable living situations. From the researcher' s point of view, this 

architectural approach is the result of unscrupulous housing developers who consider 

profitability over habitability. 

Figure 3.16. Modem housing estate house. 
Source: Picture by the author, 2002. 
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Vernacular House 

.. J 
~v ......,J,... ---

Ventilation of Roof Spaces 
<IIIII Roofing materials (thatch and 
palm leaf) work as good thermal 
insulation with its various layers. In 
addition, the opened pediment 
improves roof ventilation. 
~Roof spaces are insulated by 
trapped air instead of being 
ventilated. Such construction 
requires a high and ventilated ceiling 
to be thermally effective. 

Vegetation 
<IIIII Tall and dense foliage allows 
effective ventilation for the houses 
and effective shadows during the 
day, keeping a cool environment in 
the villages. 
~Often, because of the limited size 
of the compound and the need to 
provide privacy, only hedges and 
small trees are planted. Thus, the 
passage of winds at the house level is 
reduced or blocked considerably. 

Cross Ventilation 
<IIIII Split opened bamboo walls allow 
cross ventilation through the house 
and all spaces as well. 
~The houses' plans often are 
complicated shapes and spaces, and 
the partitioning of the house into 
different rooms and areas restrict air 
movement and cross ventilation. 

Modem House 

Figure 3.17. Comparative analysis between vernacular house model and modem housing 
estate house model. 
Source: Adapted from Lim Jee Yuan, "The Malay House," 1987. 
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Vernacular House Modern House 

Wind Velocity Gradient 
<IIIII The wind speed increases with 
altitude. The house, sitting-on-stilts, 
captures winds of higher velocity at a 
higher level. This is especially vital 
in areas where there are plants : ,,• '''''2i:==----
covering the ground, which restricts 
air movement. 
...,.. The modern house often 
emphasizes saving materials by 
building short dwellings with low 
ceiling spaces. These elements 
reduce considerably the ability to 
take advantage of high velocity 
winds. 

Overhangs 
<IIIII Large overhangs provide good 
protection for driving rain and avoid 
direct sun radiation contact with 
vertical walls and windows . 
...,.. The higher and larger exposed 
vertical areas of the windows are 
often penetrated by direct sunlight 
and cause considerable discomfort. 
The walls which act as direct sun
shading devices get heated up and in 
the evenings reradiate heat into the 
interior spaces. 

Urban Layout 
<IIIII Vernacular houses are randomly 
settled. This enhances cross 
ventilation by high velocity winds 
throughout and between the houses . 
...,.. Orthogonal arrangements of 
housing estates houses create barriers 
that block wind circulation 
throughout and between the houses. 

Figure 3.18. Comparative analysis between vernacular house model and modern housing 
estate house model. 
Source: Adapted from Lim Jee Yuan, "The Malay House," 1987. 
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Vernacular House 

I ) E 

( EJ 
I ~ 

Orientation 
<1111111 Houses are oriented considering 
sun trajectory (east-west), thus major 
wall surfaces are facing north-south. 

) ..,. The houses often disregard 
orientation for minimizing solar 
radiation and the orientation often 
becomes a puzzle of fitting the most 
units into the site. 

Building Materials 
<1111111 Vernacular houses use 
lightweight construction of wood and 
other natural materials. Low thermal 
capacity materials hold low heat and 
cool effectively at night. 
..,. Modem houses use CMU blocks, 
concrete, zinc, and other materials of 
high thermal capacity. These 
materials store heat that reradiates 
into the house during the night, 
causing thermal discomfort. 

Spatial Layout 
<1111111 Spaces are not restricted to a 
particular activity development. On 
the contrary, spaces are used with 
flexibility for any desired activity. 
Privacy is not a concern . 
..,. Spaces are delimited and restricted 
for a particular activity: Sleep in the 
bedroom, eat in the dining room, and 
entertain guest in the living room. 
Privacy is a strong concern. 

Modem House 

Figure 3.19. Comparative analysis between vernacular house model and modem housing 
estate house model. 
Source: Adapted from Lim Jee Yuan, "The Malay House," 1987. 
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3.3.1. Conclusion 

From the natural point of view, it seems that vernacular houses are more friendly 

structures than modem housing estate houses. Vernacular houses incorporate various 

climatic conditions into the design allowing thermal comfort for the dwellers. On the 

other hand, modem houses have minimal if any consideration for climatic conditions as 

design criteria. For this type of house, it seems that air conditioner systems and energy 

consumption can solve the problems of thermal comfort. Air conditioner systems may 

allow a fresher interior environment, but are definitely not appropriate for the generally 

low-income families who live in the homes (see Figure 3.20). 

Figure 3.20. Suburb of Guayaquil. 
Source: Picture by M. Garcia, "Guayaquil al Vaiven de la Ria," 2003 . 

In addition, people that want to be in tune with the progressive idea use an 

abundance of industrialized building materials with high thermal capacity. A further 

social factor is active in this process. Indeed, people migrate from the fields to the city 
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searching for a better life, and at the same time, they must become accustomed to a new 

social system. Once in the city, they now need to follow certain social rules (often new to 

their social concepts) such as buying a piece of land with particular dimensions and under 

particular city ordinances. The natural construction materials are no longer obtained from 

the woods free of cost; now people need to work until they can afford them. However, 

retail stores offer diverse industrialized construction materials over natural ones, the latter 

often scarce due to forest depredation. Nevertheless, immigrants are literally forced by 

social and economic conditions to buy CMU blocks, zinc, cement, and other 

industrialized materials to build their dwellings. On the other hand, mass media is 

strongly involved in this process through their featuring the mentioned industrialized 

materials as part of the progressive ideology. In other words, the use of natural 

construction materials is considered retrograde, and the use of industrialized materials is 

considered modem, even though it entails sacrificing thermal comfort and/or economy 

(e.g., energy consumption by using air conditioner) (see Figure 3.21). 

Another important difference between vernacular and modem houses, is the 

flexibility shown in the use of interior spaces. Culturally speaking, in the vernacular 

house, the use of interior spaces is not defined for specific activities. Indeed, throughout 

the Coast Region, and specifically in Esmeraldas (the northern province of the region), 

there are still rural houses that neither consider the use of exterior walls nor interior ones; 

rather, they have totally open floor plan. This flexibility in the use of space is 

advantageous in terms of spatial efficiency. Various activities can be executed in the 

same space. The modem house however defines spatial divisions and assigns specific 
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activities to a particular space. In terms of spatial efficiency, a modem house will require 

more lot area than the vernacular house in order to accommodate the same activities. 

Figure 3.21. Rural communities nearby Guayaquil. The use of zinc instead ofthatch 
increases the heat gain into the dwellings through conduction. 
Source: Picture by M. Garcia, "Guayaquil a/ Vaiven de Ia Ria," 2003 . 

In addition, the concept of privacy is relevant to this analysis. The modem 

influences based on spatial and functional division created a stronger sense of privacy 

among the members of the family. On the other hand, the vernacular house emphasizes a 

sense of dwell in family collectivity rather than individual seclusion. This is a clear 

example of how foreign spatial arrangements and morphology can alter the social 

environment and cultural traditions of a given community. Thus, Heidegger' s relationship 

between "dwell" and "being"90 must be expressed beyond the individual, but rather 

considering family collectivity. 

90 Martin Heidegger, "Building, Dwelling, Thinking," in Poetry, Language, 
Thoughts (New York: Harper and Row, 1971). 
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Based on the comparative assessment and the conclusive arguments, we can 

identify various elements that can be emphasized in behalf of a future appropriate 

architecture under the "rescue-adaptation" ideology. 

1) Maintain the spiritual communication not only between the building and 

nature, but also between dwellers and nature. 

2) Emphasize and maximize the appropriate use of materials, natural ventilation, 

orientation, vegetation, and form to reduce heat gain into the house and 

increase thermal comfort for the users. 

3) Increase social relationships not only between family members, but also with 

the immediate community. The need for security and privacy in urban areas 

has lead to house design that is more spatially closed. Therefore, the sense of 

social interactivity among a given community is no longer experienced. 

4) Accentuate flexibility on spatial functions. In the vernacular house the use of 

space is use to executed various functions. Changing spaces is a concept that 

has been used throughout time so that to adapt to economical, social and 

cultural demands. 

5) Promote the return to local materials and intermediate construction 

techniques. An appropriate combination between local and universal materials 

and construction technologies must be developed. 
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CHAPTER IV 

TOWARDS A CONTEMPORARY VERNACULAR ARCHITECTURE 

4.1. Five Points for a Contemporary Vernacular Architecture 

Between the theoretical basis and the comparative assessment, five common 

elements were identified and abstracted based on correlation: Nature, Place, Time, 

Architectonics, and Identity. These five points will contribute to frame a normative 

theory based on design principles and strategies for a new contemporary vernacular 

architecture for the Coast Region of Ecuador. 

Moreover, unlike Frampton's "pairs in tension" between local and universal 

architectural ideology, the following points aim to reduce the tension between spirit of 

place and spirit of time. Architecturally speaking, place is considered the Coast Region of 

Ecuador which can be in tune with time, by rescuing, abstracting, and reinterpreting 

regional socio-cultural values into architectural expression. 

Throughout the document, the description of each of these points is not meant to 

be exhaustive. Nevertheless, a general description will be provided to explain the points 

in the realm of the architecture and culture of the region. In addition, the designation of 

these points by no means intends to be a definitive theoretical basis for the future 

development of regional architecture in Ecuador. Other scholars may agree, aggregate, or 

refute some or all of the points and their description, but at the end one primarily 

intention remains in common: the intention to find an appropriate architectural modernity 

on behalf of multiregional and multicultural Ecuador. 
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4.1.1. Nature 

At the beginning of man's existence man was close to nature. Whatever he 

attempted to achieve was in accord with the laws of nature. Man progressively lost his 

spiritual communication with nature by developing more confidence in reasoning. This 

also applied to the production of art. Styles, decoration, industrialization, and technology 

are some of the man-made aesthetic elements through the history of civilization. These 

elements, in interaction with others, are often integrated into architecture. The more 

civilization progresses, the less it remains in spiritual communication with nature. 

Historically, Ecuadorian society, and specifically that of the Coast Region, has 

based its development on nature. All the main product for export comes from nature: 

bananas, coffee, cacao, shrimp, and oil. The coast region has an agricultural tradition that 

remains important today. Rural buildings are constructed with unindustrialized materials, 

such as natural wood, bamboo, and thatch. Urban images are surrounded by natural 

elements: mountain chains, rivers, sky, vegetation, rain, wind, light. Thus, people are in 

spiritual communication with and sensitive to nature and natural elements in a very 

abstract but significant way. 

Future architectural development must consider the preservation of the 

relationship between man and nature by producing form and spaces in continuous 

interaction with natural elements. Not only by avoiding HV AC systems like Frampton 

says, but also by connecting the user at a cognitive level with the natural context and with 

its sensorial perceptivities this can be accomplished. In other words, nature should be 

considered as a source of form that will respond harmoniously to the immediate natural 
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context, incorporating natural elements for people's enjoyment and comfort (See Figure 

4.1.). 

Taking into account the Coast Region's geographical latitudes and hot-humid 

climate, is of main importance the consideration and analysis of sun angles, wind 

patterns, and air temperature to reduce heat gain into an architectural object. Architects as 

humanists must search for human habitability and thermal comfort. Allow people to 

experience natural ventilation rather than air conditioning; allow them to experience the 

rain rather than a decorative fountain; allow them to experience natural light rather than 

tungsten; allow them to experience the sky rather than the ceiling; allow them to 

experience the natural landscape rather than artificial nature; allow them to experience 

the basic indigenous materials rather than industrialization. These are the main goals of 

the approach. 

Figure 4.1. Bruno Stagno, Bank of San Jose, Rohrmoser. 
Source: Stagno, Tzonis, Lefaivre, "Tropical Architecture," 2001. 
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4.1.2. Place 

In terms of phenomenology, Norberg-Schulz describes place as "a qualitative, 

'total' phenomenon, which we cannot reduce to any of its properties without losing its 

concrete nature."91 The structure of place comprises "space" and "character." Space 

denotes the tri-dimensional organization of elements which form places, and character 

denotes the general "atmosphere," which is the most important attribute of any place. The 

focus is on the qualitative place rather than on the quantitative space, considering space 

as structural component of place. Hence, phenomenology in architecture attempts to 

develop meaningful environments by creating meaningful places (qualitative attributes). 

Thus, a region, considered as an environmental totality or place, structurally 

comprises space and character attributes. Indeed, the Coast Region, as a place, is limited 

by boundaries which give some spatial qualities. As a region or natural environment, its 

limits are defined by the sky, the ground, and the horizon. This can apply to any region of 

the world. Thus, what are the boundaries that define the Coast Region? The answer will 

be derived from a physical description of the boundaries. But, beyond the physical 

description, what is more important is the perception of place that people have within the 

region's boundaries. In other words, the character of place is defined by the level of 

"socialization" between man and place. Hence, the questions must be: How do people 

identify themselves within the boundaries of the Coast Region? And, once identified, 

91 Christian Norberg-Schulz, "The Phenomenon of Place," in Theorizing a New 
Agenda for Architecture, ed. Kate Nesbitt (New York: Princeton Architectural Press, 
1999),414. 
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how can architects express such identifications in constitutive places in the build 

environment? 

Within the boundaries of the Coast Region people identify themselves with 

culture; a culture that is a response to the nature of the region (natural environment, 

history, traditions, art). "Culture is based upon the development of symbol-system which 

can keep and spread experiences."92 Language and symbols allow a fluent 

communication among people by giving them a sense of meaning, orientation, control, 

and ownership. Moreover. these senses are complemented by being part of an extended 

family or friendship group due to the importance of social interaction in Ecuadorian 

society. These cultural elements will provide a basis for Ecuadorianness. 

Figure 4.2. Louis Khan, Kimbell Art Museum, Dallas-Fort Worth, 1972. 
Source: Patrick Nutgens, "The Story of Architecture," 1998. 

92 Christian Norberg-Shulz, Intentions in Architecture (Oslo: MIT Press, 1965): 58. 
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4.1.3. Time 

"To some extent the character of a place is a function of time; it changes with the 

seasons, the course of the day, and the weather, factors which above all determine 

conditions of light."93 Thus, nature, place, and time have a strong relationship. From the 

beginning of civilization, people had been living basically according to the movement of 

the sun. The sun, in conjunction with the position of the Earth towards it, has ruled 

weather seasons. Modem society plans agriculture, industry, trips, and general activities 

based on this phenomenon. Thus, the awareness of time is implicit in all current 

activities. Hence, how can we use time as a factor for architectural design? 

Furthermore, the awareness of time can be perceived differently from country to 

country, from region to region, and from culture to culture. For instance, the present 

economy, culture, and built environment of the United States rely on efficiency and 

speed. The primary gauge of its "commodity of time" is its acceleration. The spaces that 

are developed reflect that pace: strip malls, drive-thru windows, parking lots, and 

freeways. According to Michael McClure, these spaces have become the public spaces of 

North America. 

If the efficiencies in communication, convenience, and accelerated obsolescence 
define normative American space, then the opposite, inefficiencies define unique 
'languid space.' Inefficiencies in communication are mostly spatial and historic: 
porches, porticos, and plazas. These tangible spaces encourage inefficient human 
interaction (chatting, lounging, and strolling). Inefficiencies in spatial 

93 Christian Norberg-Schulz, "The Phenomenon of Place," in Theorizing a New 
Agenda for Architecture, ed. Kate Nesbitt (New York: Princeton Architectural Press, 
1999), 420. 
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convenience decrease acceleration: pedestrian districts, meandering byways, and 
tree-line residential thoroughfares.9 

Indeed, Ecuadorian modem society is characterized by inefficiencies and 

inconveniences. This phenomenon is understandable based on its historical trend and 

rejection of complete modernization. While it is true that most Ecuadorians 

enthusiastically embrace many features of the North American way of life, they have 

been committed to cultivating and defending their Ecuadorianness. The accomplishment 

of"languid spaces" by no means determines a reactionary architectural approach; on the 

contrary, it reveals a regional meaningfulness. 

Figure 4.3. Hamzah and Yeang, Bioclimatic skyscraper, Georgetown, Penang Island. 
Source: Chris Abel, "Architecture and Identity," 2000. 

94 Ursula McClure and Michael McClure, "Commodity of Time in Architecture; 
the Languid Spaces of Southern Louisiana," (Louisiana State University and University 
of Louisiana Lafayette). 
<http://www.arch.ttu.edu/Architecture/Faculty/rex_b/SS02Site/SS02CompletedPapers/M 
cClure.pdf> 
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4.1.4. Architectonic 

Frampton's symbolic ''tactile significance of the joint," according to Frederick 

Jameson, seems to be the fundamental innovation of the aesthetic of critical 

regionalism.95 Indeed, the joint innovation reaches culture-bound meaning by displacing 

the significance of visual architectural elements and developing a non-visual and non-

representational approach with a "tactile-tectonic-telluric" theory. The "tactile-tectonic-

telluric" approach gives a new meaning to structural elements and specifically the notion 

of the joints. Regionally, the discourse leads toward the application of appropriate 

building technologies and materials. Phenomenologically, it has lead to a renewed 

interest in the sensuous qualities of materials, texture, light, and color. 

Because of Ecuador's diverse geography and varied climate, its architecture has 

long been characterized by specific deeply rooted regional styles. Building materials are 

an obvious source of architectural differences. Depending upon the location, traditional 

houses have been made principally from stone, wood, or bamboo. Bamboo shacks on 

hillsides overlook posh mansions with manicured lawns; concrete houses with zinc roofs 

stand in direct contrast to homes that evoke the suburban United States. Guayaquil, as a 

seaport city, has a legacy of wood naval construction. Because of a history of catastrophic 

fires and the almost total destruction of forests in Ecuador, the extensive use of precious 

woods in naval and colonial architecture has been replaced by concrete. 

The first concrete factory appeared in Ecuador in 1923. However reinforced 

concrete technology is relatively new. There exists an unarguable combination between 

95 Neil Leach, Rethinking Architecture: A Reader in Cultural Theory (New York: 
Routledge, 1997). 
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handcrafted and industrial materials in the built environment. Even today, for the 

majority of residential projects, concrete is still mixed by hand. Bricks for masonry are 

also still handmade. Dwellings use roof structures made of branches. Thus, construction 

techniques, from my point of view, are considered intermediate technologies, a 

combination of indigenous labor with indigenous and industrial materials. 

This releases a Frampton' s interstice were regionalism can flourished, based on 

the significance that building traditions can bring into local architecture. Instead of 

negating the existence of such indigenous materials and traditional construction 

techniques, considering the fact that modernization is and would affect architectural 

development in Ecuador, the confirmation for intermediate technologies validity is 

imperative. 

Figure 4.4. Bamboo chapel, Puerto Rico, Ecuador. 
Source: Picture by the author, 2002. 
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4.1.5. Identity 

Various analogies have been drawn between the symbolic function of architecture 

and the formation of personal and social identities. The result is that we have reached the 

point where the idea of 'architecture as identity' now rivals that of 'architecture as space' 

and ' architecture as a language' as a principal metaphor and theme in architectural 

discourse. 96 

Figure 4.5. Ricardo Legorreta, Museo del Nino, Mexico D.F. 
Source: Antonio Toea, "Nueva Arquitectura en America Latina," 1990. 

Lynch's cognitive maps, Norberg-Schulz's phenomenology of architecture, 

Jenck's linguistic analogy of architecture, and Chomsky' s theories of grammatic 

universals, are involved in the current discussion of architectural identity. The point is not 

96 Chirs Abel, Architecture and Identity: Responses to Cultural and Technological 
Changes (Boston, MA: Architectural Press, 2000), 141. 
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to become involve in the complexities of the discussion, but rather to recognize that it is a 

result of the combination of the previous four points. The conjunction between nature, 

place, time, and tectonics in the future development of architecture, creates an identity 

based on a specific essence that corresponds to the regional environment. 

But, beyond theoretical discourses, a consciousness on the part of society and the 

architectural community toward this trend should prevail. Political and social programs 

must be renewed toward the pursuit of a common regional interest. Not until then will 

Ecuadorian cities cease to express a mosaic in which there are no boundaries between 

styles, be they lifestyle or architectural ones. Thus, Ecuadorian architects, as humanists, 

should lead this trend. Their main goal should be to carry out the search for essence in 

architecture and its honest reinterpretation in favor of the society and the idiosyncratic 

culture they belong to and represent. 
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CHAPTERV 

DEMONSTRATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS 

5 .1. Demonstration 

5.1.1. Numberg House 

The main intention of the following analysis is to describe the characteristics of a 

project in terms of the previous described five points for a regional Ecuadorian 

architecture: Nature, Place, Time, Architectonic, and Identity. The project selected is a 

house designed in 1982 located in Guayaquil. By analyzing this residential project 

through the five points, we attempt to determine if the architects design approach was 

effective or ineffective to produce an appropriate architecture. The analysis tries to go 

beyond the design skills of the architect in terms of compositional and functional aspects. 

Thus, perceptive and sensorial aspects described in the five points will be addressed 

throughout the study. 

Figure 5.1 Numberg House, Guayaquil, Ecuador, 1982. General view of the house from 
the access street. 
Source: Excerpted from Diego Oleas, Arquitectura en Ecuador, 1994. 
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The design of the residential project selected belongs to the architect David 

Numberg. Nurnberg, who born in 1947, got his architectural degree from the Catholic 

University of Guayaquil in 1973. He was an instructor at design studio and architectural 

theory in various colleges of architecture at Guayaquil. He received the VI Bienal de 

Arquitectura de Quito Award for the research about bamboo construction techniques 

pasted in his book Arquitectura Vermicula del Litoral (Vernacular Architecture of the 

Coast Region). 

The house is placed on a 240 square meters site in Lomas de Urdesa a middle

high class district in the city of Guayaquil. The site is surrounding by other residential 

projects and the access street. The house itself comprises a 340 square meters of 

construction surface, considering a big and expensive residential project in Ecuadorian 

society. The house plan configuration develops three levels following a functionality 

scheme based on the time of use and spatial relationship. The intermediate level, which 

develops below the level of the access street, contains the daily used spaces such as 

bedrooms, dinning room, and the kitchen. The upper level involves a wide social space 

consider for eventual use; and in the lower level is located services rooms, storage, guest 

room, and also another terrace. 
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I. Garage 2. Bathrooms 3. Social space 4. Covered terrace 5. Master bedroom 6. Bedroom 7. Bedroom 8. 
Breakfast room 9. Kitchen I 0. Private gathering area II. Covered terrace 12. Guest bedroom 13. Service 
bedroom. 

Figure 5.2. Numberg House, Guayaquil, Ecuador, 1982. Left: Upper level containing the 
social spaces. Center: Intermediate level involving the most private spaces of the 
residence. Right: Lower level for service spaces, guest room, and terrace. 
Source: Excerpted from Diego Oleas, Arquitectura en Ecuador, 1994. 

social spaces 

Figure 5.3. Numberg House, Guayaquil, Ecuador, 1982. Longitudinal section through 
the center of the house showing the three levels in which the house is configured. 
Source: Excerpted from Diego Oleas, Arquitectura en Ecuador, 1994. 
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In terms of Nature, the house is located on a hillside providing views toward the 

Dau/e Valley and the Dau/e River. The spiritual communication with nature is conserved 

by the house in the way that it adopted the position for strongly relating the interior 

spaces with the exterior natural environment. In spite the fact that the main intention of 

this house is to rescue some vernacular characteristics, it allows not only a visual but also 

a perceptive communication with nature. 

Figure 5.4. Nurnberg House, Guayaquil, Ecuador, 1982. The wide openings toward 
southeast allows not only the visual communication with the natural environment (views, 
sky, townscape) but also permits to sense other natural elements such as winds and light 
as new materials into the building. 
Source: Excerpted from Diego Oleas, Arquitectura en Ecuador, 1994. 

Indeed, winds and light are used as new materials into the building into a 

combination with concrete, wood, and clay. Natural ventilation is emphasized in the 

social spaces with a cross south-north ventilation and vertical ventilation shaft provided 

by the staircase exhausting the hot air out of the house. Humidity in Guayaquil almost 

raise up to hundred percent, thus ventilation and it sensorial attribute allows for the users 

a notion of comfort within the house spaces. Mechanical environmental systems are not 
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allowed in the house so that the user can sense a spiritual communication with nature in 

every aspect. Thus, nature can be experienced. Furthermore, the consideration of natural 

materials (winds and light) became a source of form that governs the compositional 

elements of the house. The roof system, as a reinterpretation of the vernacular pitch roof, 

overhangs one side in top of the other to provide fluency for the wind. 

In terms of Place, the phenomenological place is the one attempt to develop into a 

regional architecture approach. Socialization and identification should be perceived 

between the boundaries and character of the spaces and the users in order to determine 

the real existence of place. The spaces of the house are limited with materiality and 

textures. Reinforced concrete, wood, glass, and clay are not the only materials that 

limited the spaces but also the sky and the landscape beyond the physical limits. The 

boundaries of the spaces are not considered within the walls and the roof but rather they 

extend toward the natural environment implying the house as another element of the 

natural landscape. 

The selected materials allow a real communication with building traditions which 

are part of the socio-cultural development of the Coast Region. Guayaquil, as seaport, 

inherited a naval wood construction tradition with knowledge of the material and skillful 

labor. As a tropical region, we can find a diversity of wood: Guayacan, Teca, Amarillo, 

Chanul, Fer nand Sanchez, and Cedro. The roof system is mainly constructed with heavy 

timber pieces without any industrialized method (natural wood cure, handmade, and 

probably the wood was directly extracted from nature). The roof by performing three 

meters cantilever supported by one main reinforced concrete beam, develop a sense for a 

light roof structure. On the other hand, concrete as material and construction method is 
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also expressed honestly in the house. Structurally, the house uses reinforced concrete load 

bearing walls but the architect gives it an additional aesthetic value by manipulating the 

framework to develop texture on the exposed concrete. The texture are not random, they 

represent geometrical patterns produced by bamboo construction often found in 

vernacular architecture. 

Hence, based on these characteristics, we can say that socialization between space 

and user was challenged by using natural features and identifiable patterns. In this 

particular case the identification perceived is that of a campesino (Coast Region rural 

way of life) inspiration reflected also by the placement of furniture and hammocks. 

Furthermore, the relationship that the building exposed about the region through the 

experience of the spatial qualities permits the user get a profound identification with the 

regional context. Thus, the region as place was able to be reinterpreted into a building by 

keeping its natural essence and cultural attributes. 

Figure 5.5. Nurnberg House, Guayaquil, Ecuador, 1982. Spatial boundaries are expanded 
toward the exterior landscape. The character of the space permits to identify with 
traditional aspects of the region: materials and textures are combined to socialize with the 
user. 
Source: Excerpted from Diego Oleas, Arquitectura en Ecuador. 1994. 
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Other characteristic that implies the mentioned identification is the spatial 

arrangement. Generally, Latin Americans and particularly Ecuadorians Coast Regional 

people, feel special about spatial territoriality and privacy from the family point of view 

(meant as the family group). Thus, a distinction between private and social spaces is paste 

in the spatial arrangement of the house even segregated in different levels. The most 

usable spaces belong to the bedrooms and the family area that unified them, while the 

social area develop in the upper level are most commonly used during social gatherings 

and family events. This spatial arrangement approach is purely a reinterpretation of the 

basic spatial distribution showed in the regional vernacular architecture. Moreover, the 

intention of territoriality is also expressed on the big entrance walls showing a strict 

separation between public and private; the city elements and the private property. This 

separation more than a compositional intention is an architectural response for urban 

delinquency. Nonetheless, territoriality is strongly requested. 

In terms of Time, Ecuadorian inefficiencies keep the advantage for developing 

"languid spaces." This type of spatial behavior can be identified in the relationship 

between the kitchen and the social area. The kitchen is located in the lower level 

providing direct relationship with the breakfast room than with the dinning room located 

in the upper level within the social area. This spatial distribution denotes the little use that 

the owners of the house give to the social area for family activities. This can be perceived 

as inefficient by other cultures such as the North American. For the North Americans a 

more efficient spatial arrangement should be the one that denotes a direct spatial 

relationship between the kitchen and the dinning room (probably the genesis for the 

"American Kitchen"). 
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1. Garage 2. Bathrooms 3. Social space 4. Covered terrace 5. Master bedroom 6. Bedroom 7. Bedroom 8. 
Breakfast room 9. Kitchen 10. Private gathering area II. Covered terrace 12. Guest bedroom 13. Service 
bedroom. 

Figure 5.6. Numberg House, Guayaquil, Ecuador, 1982. Left: Upper level containing the 
social spaces. Center: Intermediate level involving the most private spaces of the 
residence. Right: Lower level for service spaces, guest room, and terrace. 
Source: Excerpted from Diego Oleas, Arquitectura en Ecuador, 1994. 

Hence, Ecuadorians keeps social relationships as a priority in their lives above 

time efficiency, reason why space and money are mostly spent for the configuration of 

social spaces. In this particular project almost fifty percent of the total house area is 

designated for social spaces: the whole upper level and half the area of the lower level 

(showed in yellow shadow in Figure 5.6). 

In terms of Architectonic, throughout the analysis we were discussed the natural 

elements that are contained in the house project providing various architectural 

connotations. In effect, the manipulation of natural construction elements in the house 

complement with phenomenological aspects of the project. Within Ecuadorian society 

building traditions are still used within actual constructions. Modernization with its trend 
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of industrialized materials is not dominating the construction market yet, thanks for the 

higher production cost of such mass products. 

Moreover, each comer of the house denotes building traditions. The heavy timber 

work is unique and entails a reaction against mass produced construction elements. The 

site cast concrete and the framework develops so that reach the texture is definitely a pure 

handmade work. The materials were treated carefully so that honesty can be expressed 

through them and their close relationship with nature and the social environment. More 

likely to Frampton' s ontological approach that architecture should convey. 

Figure 5. 7. Numberg House, Guayaquil , Ecuador, 1982. Spatial boundaries are expanded 
toward the exterior landscape. The character of the space permits to identify with 
traditional aspects of the region: materials and textures are combined to socialize with the 
user. 
Source: Excerpted from Diego Oleas, Arquitectura en Ecuador, 1994. 

In terms of Identity, Nurnberg's house, considered an interpretative vemacularism 

approach (Ozkan's categorization ofvemacularism), lies beyond a simple interpretation. 

Various elements of the building evoke symbolisms that can be perceived tactilely rather 
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than visually. These elements can only be identified through an experiential interaction. 

Whether or not Nurnberg's intention was phenomenological the simple fact that the 

architecture respond for a common socio-cultural scheme embedded in the owner's way 

of function makes the project achieve a regional meaningfulness. Probably Nurnberg's 

previous research and experiences about vernacular architecture makes him to be close 

related to the local culture and isolate universal influences in his architectural production. 

Moreover, his commitment as an architect, as this house demonstrates, is with the 

regional socio-cultural context by reviving local culture conditions over universal 

influences. 

Hence, by critically analyzing, reinterpreting, synthesized, and relating Nature, 

Place, Time, and Tectonic aspects in a project, not until then an architectural identity will 

be present. But first, in order to cultivate an architectural identity Ecuadorian architects 

must entrust with its society and culture, just then the humanist objective of architects 

will be present and Ecuadorianness a reality. 

Figure 5.8. Numberg House, Guayaquil, Ecuador, 1982. Numberg's commitment with 
society and culture permitted to develop a regional architecture. 
Source: Excerpted from Diego Oleas, Arquitectura en Ecuador, 1994. 
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5 .2. Conclusions 

Ecuador can look at modernity and post-modernity through different lenses, 

unlike the developed countries. Ecuador, by not being involved in the development of 

avant-garde projects for universal ideologies and consciousness, can assume a role that 

corresponds more to its own idiosyncrasies. Not until Ecuadorian architects reestablish 

their role as humanists and unlink themselves from internationalism can they serve local 

problems of their society and develop an appropriate architectural modernity. Then they 

must overcome not only the tension of place and time, but also the tension between 

architects and Ecuadorian society. Indeed, if Ecuadorians follow their local perceptions 

instead of universal trends towards modernity, the result will be appropriate to the 

Ecuadorian context. Then, architecturally, an appropriate modernity will be 

accomplished, not by adopting foreign, modem paths or trends, but rather by being self

evaluating and self-questioning (in other words critical) about Ecuador' s social 

idiosyncrasies. Throughout this Ecuador can enhance its potential in developing its own 

architectural modem approach. 
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